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The rapid growth of mobile and wireless communication over the last few years has 
spawned many different wireless networks. These heterogeneous wireless networks are 
envisioned to interwork over an IP-based infrastructure to realize ubiquitous network service 
provisioning for mobile users. Moreover, the availability of multiple-interface mobile nodes 
(MNs) will make it possible to communicate through any of these wireless access networks. This 
wireless network heterogeneity combined with the availability of multiple-interface MNs creates 
an environment where handovers between the different wireless access technologies become 
topical during mobility events. Therefore, operators with multiple interworking heterogeneous 
wireless networks will need to facilitate seamless vertical handovers among their multiple 
systems. Seamless vertical handovers ensure ubiquitous continuity to active connections hence 
satisfy the quality of experience of the mobile users. 
IP mobility management schemes, particularly Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) based protocols are 
the de facto mobility solutions for supporting handovers between the heterogeneous wireless 
networks, which are envisaged to consist mainly of IPv6 nodes. However, these solutions have 
unsatisfactory vertical hand over performance. They fail to ensure ubiquitous continuity to 
ongoing real-time communications due to their long handover delay, packet loss, and heavy 
signaling overhead. Moreover, standard IP mobility management protocols do not provide 
seamless handovers on their own. 
This thesis. therefore, proposes an effective and efficient network-based handover 
coordination mechanism to support seamless vertical handovers between heterogeneous wireless 
networks. We analyze the handover performance of the common MIPv6-based IP mobility 
management extensions in terms of handover delay and signaling overhead. From the analysis. 
we determine that Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6), a network-based MIPv6 extension, generally 
provides a better handover performance model than the other MIPv6 extensions, i.e., 
Hierarchical MIPv6 (HMIPv6) and Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers (FMIPv6). We, therefore, 
employ PMIPv6 as the basis for seamless handover mechanisms that further improve the 
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AAA: Authentication (verifying an identity claimed by a network entity), Authorization 
(permission granted to a network entity to access a network resource, and Accounting (billing). 
AP: Access point (AP) is a device that offers wireless connectivity to a mobile node and bridges 
between the wireless medium and the access router and distribution network. 
AR: Access router (AR) is the default router for communication for a mobile node 
os: Base station (BS) is a device that offers wireless connectivity to a mobile node and interfaces 
the wireless medium and the access router and distribution network. 
CoA: Care-of-address (CoA) is a temporary IP address allocated to a mobile node while it is 
attached to a visited network. 
CN: Correspondent node (CN) is the communication peer for a mobile node 
Handover: The process by which an ongoing communication is transferred from an AR or AP or 
BS to another when a mobile node engaging in that communication is in motion. 
Handover procedures: the processes or procedures that enable a mobile node to successfully 
handover between points of attachments. 
Heterogeneous wireless network environment: an environment or domain that comprises fully 
or partially overlapping sub- etworks, which are based on different wireless technologies. 
LMA: acronym for Local Mobility Anchor 
MAG: acronym for Mobile Access Gateway 
MN: Mobile node (MN) is a network node that is able to communication while moving between 
different PoAs. 











in IF networks while maintaining their ongoing communications. 
Multiple-interface MN: A mobile node that has the capability to connect to two or more 
networks that are based on different radio access technologies. 
NGWN: Next generation wireless networks (NGWN) are an integration of heterogeneous 
wireless networks over a common IF-based infrastructure that enables them to interwork and 
interoperate. 
PoA: Point of Attachment (Po A) is the endpoint of a layer 2 link that includes the MN as the 
other endpoint. An AP and BS are examples of PoA. 
RTT: acronym for round-trip-time 
Seamless handover: Handover that ensures non-perceptible disruptions to ongoing real-time 
communication during mobility. 
TCP: acronym for Transmission Control Protocol, which is a transmission model that employs 
hand-shaking dialogues which ensure reliable and ordered delivery of data streams to the 
destination. 
UDP: acronym for User Datagram Protocol, which is a transmission model without implicit 
hand-shaking dialogues for guaranteeing reliability. 
WLAN: acronym for Wireless Local Area Network 
WMAN: acronym for Wireless Metropolitan Area Network 











Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks and Mobility 
Management 
Traditionally, different wireless network systems in the fonn of wireless local area 
networks (WLANs), wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs), and wireless wide area 
networks (WW ANs) are often not compatible with each other. This incompatibility makes it 
difficult for mobile node (MN) users to experience uninterrupted ubiquitous continuity for 
ongoing real-time communications as they roam from one network system to another. In fact, the 
network and application layers of the MN experience severe disconnection when the MN moves 
between these heterogeneous wireless networks. However, wireless networking technologies 
have since experienced profound levels of advancement over the last few years, especially with 
the demand for ubiquitous network access becoming a primary concern in our lives. As these 
advances in wireless networks continue to increase the ossibility of realizing mobile and 
ubiquitous communication environments,. many new challenges are emerging in these 
heterogeneous wireless networks. 
Many real-time multimedia applications, which are sensitive to delay. were originally 
served via 'fixed Internet Protocol (IP), communication networks. IP telephony commonly 
known as Voice over IP (VolP), video conferencing, real-time audio/video streaming, and high 
definition television (HD-TV) are few examples of delay-sensitive multimedia applications that 
are now also served via heterogeneous wireless networks. These wireless networks inherently 
enforce IP mobility when a MN changes locations which cause IP changes to active connections. 
The ITU-T G.114 standard, for example, states that the maximum acceptable one-way 
delay or latency for good quality VolP to fulfill real-time requirements is 100-150 milliseconds 
[1]. Generally, as defined in 3GPP TS22.105 specification, the end-to-end delay for multimedia 
applications must be less than 400 milliseconds. For purposes of IP mobility management, delays 
incurred as a result of the type of the audio or video encoding are very small and thus do not 











Since the volume for User Datagram Protocol (UDP) real-time traffic (e.g. VoIP, video 
conferencing, etc.) will grow in the next generation wireless networks (NGWN), there is a 
motivation for enhancing IP mobility management solutions with better handover mechanisms to 
effectively support the delay-sensitive application services during mobility in these networks. 
These mechanisms must ensure, for example, that the experienced handover delay does not 
extensively impact on the end-to-end delay requirements of the real-time traffic hence causing 
perceptible disruptions to the ongoing communication. 
NGWN are envisioned to consist of heterogeneous wireless access networks. These 
access network heterogeneities will be integrated over an IP-based infrastructure, as shown in the 
conceptual illustration in Figure 1-1. The integration over a common infrastructure will enable 
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Figure 1-1 Conc ptual illustration ofNGWN environment. 
Therefore, the Internet Protocol (IP) is widely recognized to become the common 
infrastructure (core) of the NGWN to support ubiquitous communications across the 
heterogeneous networks [3]. These integrated heterogeneous wireless networks are 
complementary in terms of their properties hence meet different needs and requirements of the 
network users. For example, WLANs such as IEEE 802.11b support higher data rates but have 
smaller coverage with limited mobility, whereas WW ANs such as Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication System (UMTS) support relatively lower data rates but have wider coverage 











access to network services for capable devices. 
Because of the network heterogeneity, NGWN are expected to offer and support a 
plethora of services, including everything from basic voice telephony to data, video, multimedia 
applications, and other web-based and innovative mobile data services. These services will be 
accessible via the IP-core irrespective of the wireless access network a MN is connected to. 
Furthennore, the MN users will get the infonnation they want, in any media, over any facilities, 
in any volume, anytime, anywhere, and particularly in consistent connectivity during mobility 
events. 
Traditional individual wireless networks offer basic services related to the network 
access, transport, routing, switching, resources, session control, or various other value-added 
services. NGWN on the other hand, will provide a combination of these and other extra services 
such as content provision services, middleware services, application-specific services, 
interworking services, unified messaging. and management services among others [4]. 
However, integration of the different wireless networks generates many research 
challenges ranging from interworking issues, provisioning of acceptable quality of service (QoS), 
and mobility management issues between the heterogeneous networks. In particular, the 
integration of the heterogeneous access networks creates an environment where handovers 
between the networks become common. Thus, to ensure Ubiquitous ("anywhere, anytime") 
continuity to active connections, as expected in NGWN, handover facilities between these 
dissimilar access networks must be in place. These facilities must ensure that the handovers 
between the heterogeneous networks are seamless and without unpleasant perceptible disruptions 
to ongoing real-time communications; otherwise, the handovers will adversely affect the quality 
of the active network service as perceived by the MN users and thus defeat the goal for network 
access ubiquity in NGWN. Moreover, the main problem with the current IP mobility 
management protocols is that they do not ensure pleasant quality of communication as the MN 
traverses the NGWN. That is, they do not support seamless handovers to active connections. 
These protocols impose long handover delay, high packet loss, and significant signaling overhead 
during the handover. In fact, the handover delay is the primary cause of packet loss which causes 











handled in a manner that does nol induce long handover delay, high packet loss, and signit1cant 
signaling overhead. This need calls for the development of effective and efficient handover 
mechanisms that will enhance the handover performance of the standard IP mobility solutions. 
We characterize handover performance in terms of handover delay, packet loss, and signaling 
overhead. 
Figure 1-2 below demonstrates a typical ongoing real-time communication disruption due 
to long handover delay and high packet loss, 
IP s ub~et 1 
- -
Figure 1-2 Demonstration of ongoing real-time traffic disruption during handover. 
We can deduce from figure 1-2 above that low or negligible handover delay results in 
fast transition between the subnets. In addition, low or negligible packet loss during the handover 
results in soft handover between the IP subncts hence non -perceptible disruption to ongoing real -
time communication. Thus, it is essential to reduce the handover delay and packet loss due to the 
h,mdover procedures. This will help in achieving seamless handover. 
The objectives of this thesis, therefore, are to reduce handover delay and packet loss 











mechanism that will leverage a suitable IP mobility management protocol to enable seamless 
handovers, which will ensure non-perceptible disruption to ongoing real-time communication 
during mobility events between heterogeneous wireless networks. However. the notion of Quality 
of Service (QoS) on the transported real-time traffic in the context of the different characteristics 
or capacities of the involved heterogeneous wireless networks is generally out of scope of 
mobility management. 
1.2 Mobility Management: Definitions and Taxonomies 
The main role of mobility management protocols is to support MNs to remain connected 
or reachable during roaming within and between networks thus enabling the MNs to maintain 
ongoing communication with peers. Without mobility management, packets sent to a MN in the 
home network cannot be received if the MN leaves the home access link. Thus, mobility 
management is fundamental to supporting IP mobility by ensuring that active connections are 
maintained as the MN changes network locations. To ensure the connectivity and reachability 
state, mobility management is facilitated by two complementary operations; location 
management and handover management. Briefly, location management is concerned with 
tracking and locating the MN for possible connection by performing operations such as location 
update, addressing, and location discovery [6]. Handover management, on the other hand, is 
concerned with maintaining active connections during a MN's change of network points of 
attachment (PoA), which involves operations. such as movement detection, authentication, 
routing, binding, and connection re-establishment. 
Mobility management can be classified according to the mobility context in terms of 
coverage scale, hence there is global (macro) mobility management and localized (micro) 
mobility management. Macro-mobility management deals with movements of MNs between 
broader administrative, geographical, and topological domains while micro-mobility 
management supports movements within administratively and geographically contiguous set of 
subnets [7]. User mobility is normally higher in micro-mobility domains hence handovers are 
much more frequent and bound to cause service interruptions in these environments, especially 
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personal mobility, session mobility, service mobility, and terminal mobility. Personal mobility is 
when users are able to access network services anywhere by using any device. Session mobility is 
when users are able to maintain ongoing sessions while changing terminals. In service mobility 
users are able to obtain subscribed services from any network. Terminal mobility, on the other 
hand, is the ability to maintain connectivity while changing PoAs in a network(s). This thesis 
focuses on terminal mobility. 
1.3 Mobility Management in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks 
Traditionally, an IP address has a dual role, which is to identify a networked device and 
the location of the device in the network. This IP address dual role is suited for non-mobile 
devices. More so, these devices are always connected to the same network locations 
corresponding to their stable IP addresses. As such, higher layer connections such as TCP or 
UDP connections which are defined with IP addresses of the communicating nodes are not 
disrupted, e.g., due to packet misrouting. Moreover, the IP addresses always identify the same 
non-mobile devices and the corresponding network locations. 
However, the rapid growth of wireless communications over the past few years has 
spawned many different wireless networks, e.g., wireless local area networks (WLAN), 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), and Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS). These h~terogeneous wireless networks are envisioned to 
interwork over an IP- based infrastructure in NGWN. Consequently, wireless IP enabled network 
access will become heterogeneous in terms of access technologies. This environment creates a 
scenario where mobility across these access technologies becomes topical. As such, operators 
with mUltiple networks will need to facilitate seamless network access across their multiple 
networks [10]. In such a networking environment, multiple-interface MNs will be able to 
seamlessly switch between the different networks in order to obtain better performance or to 
maintain a continuous wireless connection when the previous one becomes suboptimal or 
unavailable. As a result, the IP information of the MN, which the upper layers use to define their 
connections with communicating peers, changes each time the MN changes PoAs in the 











violates the traditional IP address dual-role definition. Therefore, all connections including the 
transport and application layers will be disconnected since the IP address of the MN changes 
every time there is a change in topological location. Moreover, transport protocols in the TCPIIP 
stack define their connections with the communicating end hosts' IP addresses. 
However, the growth of wireless communication and mobile computing has initiated the 
development of IP mobility solutions that are transparent to upper layer protocols and 
applications. These solutions alleviate the connection breaks by allowing MNs to roam between 
networks while maintaining permanent IP addresses. Mobile IP (MIPv4/v6) [1l][12],for 
example, enable topologically incorrect routing of packets by using tunneling techniques and 
topologically stationary gateways to ensure connectivity and reach ability of the MNs. In fact, 
with the network layer mobility solutions the MN appears stationary to the upper layers since it is 
always reachable via the same permanent (home) IP address due to the tunneling capability of 
these solutions. 
Besides the network-layer IP mobility management solutions, there are other approaches 
for supporting mobility that are implemented in the other layers of the TCPIIP protocol stack. 
These approaches introduce their own criteria of mobility management and hence their own 
requirements, merits, and trade-offs. For example, Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [13], which is 
implemented between the network and transport layers, supports mobility through binding upper 
layers to host identifiers instead of IP addresses, hence effectively separating the dual role of an 
IP address into two identifiers: a host identifier and a locator. This property allows for IP address 
changes hence IP mobility support. Moreover, the IP address is used purely for routing (locator) 
purposes while the unique host identifier takes the role of identitying the host (each host identity 
uniquely identifies a single host). In fact, with HIP, all network connections remain bound to host 
identifiers while the underlying bindings to IP care-of-addresses (CoAs) handle the routing of 
data between the MN and its peers. Thus, with relevant signaling messages an MN is able to 
inform its peers about other IP addresses under which it can be reached during mobility. 
Furthermore, HIP transforms the security model of MIP, hence the authentication issues between 
the MN and peers are eliminated. In fact, HIP promises to simplify host mobility although it 












Another recent protocol that separates the IP address dual role into two numbering spaces 
like HIP is the LocatorlID Separation Protocol (LISP) [14]. LISP separates IP addresses into 
Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs) and Routing Locators (RLOCs) and as such has been proposed to 
enhance mobility management in other works such as [15] [16]. It does not require protocol stack 
changes to the host or network core. LISP provides functions to routers to exchange information 
used to map from non-routable EIDs to RLOCs. 
Other alternatives to IP mobility management solutions operate at the transport layer. e.g .• 
the Stream Control Transport Protocol (SCTP) [17], which is a reliable protocol targeting 
acknowledged transfer of connectionless packet flows. The basic idea of transport layer mobility 
management is to maintain the end-to-end connection between the MN and its peers at the 
transport level. Thus, this mobility management approach does not require any support in terms 
of infrastructure from the underlying network layer. An ongoing Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) connection, for example, is not broken when the MN changes points of attachment (IP 
addresses). Instead, the corresponding TCP communicating host pause the connection during 
handover and reactivates (i.e., refreshes the association) from the new point of attachment after 
handover, without any need for tunneling. As such, an active application uses the same TCP 
connection before and after handover. Ultimately. transport layer mobility management 
approaches support mobility among networks without interfering with the natural routing of IP 
packets. However, in order to support seamless mobility the transport layer solutions require 
some changes to the transport layer implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack as wen as the 
applications. 
In the application layer there are protocols such as the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
[18], which provides mobility support for real-time communications through the capability of 
establishing and tearing down sessions between communicating hosts. This capability enables 
SIP to inform a correspondent peer about the new IP address at which the MN can be reached 
after handover. In effect, with SIP the IP layer of the communicating hosts (MN and CN) remain 
unchanged while SIP messages are exchanged for host location as weB as redirection or 











and terminal mobility. Furthermore, SIP does not require any changes to the IP stack of the MNs. 
However, it does require support from the applications, i.e., the applications have to be SIP-
aware in order to benefit from SIP-based mobility management. This requirement makes global 
deployment in NGWN a challenge. 
Link layer mobility management solutions support mobility by providing mobility-related 
features in the underlying access technologies. This approach generally works wen for a given 
link-access technology, hence manages MNs that move within the same type of wireless access 
network. For example, when the MN moves from one access network to another which supports 
the same air interface and the same mobile application part, services are provided searnlessly 
[19]. The current 3G networks like UMTS, for example, provide a mobility solution that is 
access technology specific whereby the MN gets mobility services within the scope of the UMTS 
network. Thus when the MN moves out of the scope of the UMTS network, any ongoing 
communication is interrupted. The IEEE 802.11 family of standards is another common example 
of a technology that supports link-layer mobility. In fact, with link-layer mobility management, 
the access technology handles all the mobility and the network layer is unaware of changes in the 
PoAs when the MN moves between PoAs connected to the same access router's interface. 
Therefore, link-layer mobility solutions cannot provide seamless mobility across heterogeneous 
link-access technologies. T. Chiba et al. [20] highlight mobility management schemes for 
supporting roaming between heterogeneous wireless networks. The operational issues associated 
with roaming and service continuity are addressed. Furthermore, an analysis of various mobility 
solutions to support the heterogeneity of NGWN is given. It is concluded that only upper layer 
mobility management solutions can address seamless mobility between heterogeneous networks. 
Cross-layer design has recently been employed to improve performance in the context of 
mobility management in NGWN. For example, cross-layer interactions utilizing the IEEE 802.21 
Media Independent Handovers (Mill) services [21] have already been proposed in the literature 
to efficiently manage mobility between heterogeneous networks. Cross-layer mobility 
management involves jointly handling mobility-related issues by considering contributions from 
the different layers of the network TCPIIP protocol stack, hence optimizing handovers. 











systematically review previous efforts to understand the solution space of mobility support. 
Thereafter, they report on their findings and identify remaining issues in providing ubiquitous 
and efficient global scale mobility support. Their survey covers mobility solutions in all the 
protocol stack layers. 
This thesis, however, focuses on the network-layer solutions (i.e. IF mobility 
management) since they make support for mobility transparent to upper layer protocols and 
applications. In addition, they hide the heterogeneity in the link-specific technologies of NGWN. 
Moreover, the heterogeneous wireless networks will converge at an IF-based infrastructure. 
Furthermore, the network (IF) layer deals with routing, which is closely related to mobility. 
Therefore, the IF layer is ideal for handling mobility management. 
1.3.1 Mobility and Handovers 
Mobility may result in horizontal handovers (i.e., handovers within the same access 
network technology) and/or vertical hand overs (handovers between different types of access 
technologies). Thus, proper management of handover within similar network technologies and/or 
between different network technologies is a key aspect to achieving seamless mobility. Figure 1-
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The MNs are also becoming increasingly multimodal containing multiple communication 
interfaces such as WLAN, WiMAX and UMTS [32], hence can connect to any of the access 
networks in the NGWN to obtain improved performance or to maintain a continuous wireless 
connection during mobility. Although the MNs can connect to multiple heterogeneous wireless 
networks simultaneously, sometimes known as multi-homing, having multiple interfaces 
switched on at the same time for a long period results in frequency interference and excessive 
power consumption. Therefore, efficient handovers among the interfaces and networks are 
generally necessary. 
1.4 The Need for Seamless Handover Mechanisms in IP Mobility 
Management 
The essential challenge for IP mobility management protocols is to ensure non-
perceptible disruption or disconnection of ongoing real-time communication for a MN traversing 
the heterogeneous wireless networks in NGWN. In fact, IP mobility management protocols do 
not provide seamless handover in their current form [33]. MIPv6, for example, which is regarded 
as the standard to support mobility management in NGWN suffers from long handover delay, 
packet loss, and signaling overhead [34] [35]. Similarly, all the MIPv6-based protocol extensions 
inherit some of these problems. Thus, generally, IP mobility management protocols do not 
guarantee a ubiquitous network environment where handovers will be seamless, thereby enabling 
MNs to consistently continue with ongoing communication even as they change access networks. 
The handover delay is still too large and unacceptable for real-time applications [36], resulting in 
packet loss that cause unpleasant disruption tQ, these applications during handover. The handover 
delay at the IP layer level is largely due to movement detection by the MN, router discovery on 
the new link, binding update and registration in the new network, as weB as configuration and 
validation of the new IP address. Furthermore, delays are also introduced by the authentication 
p'rocedures at the new network. 
However, the requirement by mobile users of the NGWN to have seamless continuity of 
IP sessions and applications during mobility between the different networks has to be met. Thus, 











seamless handover mechanisms capable of meeting the delay requirements of real-time 
applications. Most IETF standardized IP mobility protocols are basic mobility solutions that 
simply ensure MN connectivity and reachability but lack adequate support for seamless vertical 
handover control. There has been a diverse range of handover mechanisms, e.g. [37] [38] [39] 
[40], proposed in the literature to address seamless handovers for real-time traffic. However, 
these mechanisms lack timely coordination of procedures to handover between the involved or 
affected networks. Timely coordination will ensure seamless vertical handovers between the 
heterogeneous wireless networks. Thus, there is still a need to further enhance the handover 
performance of the standard IP mobility protocols by incorporating effective and efficient 
handover mechanisms. 
1.5 Scope of Research 
This research focuses on enhancing handover performance in the context of IPv6 mobility 
management solutions, in particular, network-based mobility management protocol, PMIPv6. 
The handover performance is evaluated in terms of handover delay, packet loss, and signaling 
overhead. The research addresses seamless handover across partially overlapping heterogeneous 
wireless networks in a localized mobility management domain. After all, user mobility is 
normally higher in localized-mobility domains hence handovers are much more frequent and 
bound to cause service interruptions, especially when the MN user moves to another IP subnet. 
We utilize analytical modeling and simulation to evaluate the handover performance of 
the cornmon MIPv6-based IP mobility protocols (HMIPv6, FMIPv6, and PMIPv6) during MN's 
IP handovers. We also demonstrate via analysis and simulation that IEEE 802.21 Mill services 
enhance handover performance of PMIPv6 in terms of handover delay and packet loss, although 
at the expense of signaling overhead in the air interface[41] [42]. Furthermore, we analyze and 
simulate the handover coordinator designs [43] [44], which are proposed to support effective and 
efficient seamless handovers in the context of further reducing handover delay and packet loss 
while keeping signaling overhead to a minimal. 
Our research is scoped on handovers between interworking WLAN and WiMAX access 











fact, the focus is on partially overlapping heterogeneous wireless networks (WLAN and 
WiMAX) that are possibly owned by a single operator who might need to facilitate seamless 
network access across their multiple network systems. However, the heterogeneous wireless 
networks can also be owned by different cooperating network operators. 
The proposed handover coordination mechanism is independent of assumptions about the 
underlying wireless technologies. In fact, its handover function deals with handover delay due to 
the network (IP) layer, which can induce perceptible disruptions and packet loss on the 
transported ongoing communication during MN handovers. This delay usually augments the end-
to-end delay of real-time traffic during IP mobility, hence resulting in the ongoing application 
packets exceeding their end-to-end delay bounds and eventually getting dropped. Thus, the 
performance evaluation of the proposed handover coordination mechanism remains independent 
of the underlying technology. After all, the delay factors of the link layer are very difficult to 
address collectively due to the heterogeneity of the link-layer technologies in NGWN. Link layer 
handover delay is the period when a MN loses connection from one PoA until it connects to 
another PoA at layer 2 level. The research focuses only on ensuring seamlessness for the 
purposes of mobility, and does not consider issues related to resource management in terms of 
quality of service (QoS) provisioning for the transported ongoing communication during 
handover between the different network technologies. 
In addition, for the purposes of this research, we assume that vertical handover is due to 
MN movement. However, in NGWN vertical handovers can also happen due to availability of 
multi-technology networks that are competing in terms of capabilities for satisfying the network 
users. 
illtimately, we evaluate the proposed handover mechanism by means of discrete event 
simulations against PMIPv6 and FMIPv6 in terms of handover delay, packet loss and signaling 












1.6 Research Contributions to Seamless Vertical Handover 
This thesis explores the hypothesis that if interworking heterogeneous wireless networks 
coordinate the initiation and preparation of handover procedures in a network-based fashion 
ahead of time, then seamless vertical handovers between these networks can be achieved. More 
so, the handover procedures can be executed in the background while the MN continues with any 
active communication. Ultimately, the signaling steps during the actual handover can be reduced 
and the handover performance improved. Thus, a network-based handover coordination design is 
being proposed to further enhance the handover performance between heterogeneous wireless 
networks in a typical NGWN. 
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows: 
1) A clear identification of the common approaches that are employed in IP mobility 
management solutions to achieve seamless. ~andover with shorter delay and reduced packet 
loss is given. These approaches include address pre-configuration, pre-authentication, 
hierarchical registration management, bicasting and multicasting, and proxy mobility-related 
signaling. In addition, a review of handover mechanisms leveraging MIPv6-based mobility 
management protocols (HMIPv6, FMIPv6. and PMIPv6) to further reduce handover delay, 
packet loss, and signaling overhead is presented. 
2) IP hand over performance of the common MIPv6-based mobility protocols (HMIPv6, FMIPv6 
and PMIPv6) as wen as IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6, and later the proposed PMIPv6-HC 
mechanism, are analyzed in terms of handover delay and signaling overhead. The involved 
handover-related signaling messages in these mechanisms are investigated and 
mathematically analyzed to model the handover delay and signaling overhead encountered 
during the respective handovers. 
3) A handover mechanism which utilizes the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) 
services and leverages PMIPv6 to further improve handover performance is presented. We 
verify through simulations that even though the mechanism reduces handover delay and 











between the MN and the relevant network points of attachments during the handover process. 
4) A network-based handover approach that employs ahead-of-time coordination between the 
involved heterogeneous wireless networks (i.e., source and target networks) to further 
enhance the handover performance in terms of ensuring seamless handovers is proposed. The 
handover coordination mechanism enables the involved wireless networks to coordinate, in 
an informed manner, the initiation and preparation procedures to handover. Consequently, the 
handover procedures are executed in the background while the MN continues to 
communicate as real-time as possible without perceptible interruption before, during, and 
after the handover. Therefore, the handover coordination approach further reduces handover 
delay and packet loss while also keeping signaling overhead to a minimal, thus ensuring 
seamless handover between the heterogeneous wireless networks. 
5) Two handover coordinator (HC) designs, which address the common handover issues 
(handover delay, packet loss, signaling overhead) are developed. The designs may be 
applicable to different network scenarios, e.g., the base-station-Ievel HC design may be more 
suited for a small-scale localized-mobility scenario while the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) 
logical HC design may be suited for large-scale localized-mobility scenarios. The handover 
performance of these designs is analyzed and evaluated for different external parameters such 
as MN speed, traffic type, simultaneous MNs handovers, and coverage range of overlapping 
region. The base-station-Ievel HC design employs 'relaying' to reduce packet loss while the 
LMA logical HC design utilizes 'bicasting'. The network-based nature of the handover 
coordinator designs ensures that signaling overhead is kept to a minimal in the air interface 
while the ahead-of-time coordination of the initiation and preparation of the handover 
procedures reduces handover delay. 
These contributions are contained in the author's publications as listed earlier. 
1.7 Thesis outline 
The organization of the remainder of this thesis is as follows: 











well as their seamless handover approaches. The background and overview of these IPv6 
mobility solutions (MIPv6, HMIPv6, FMIPv6, and PMIPv6) is given. Review of related work in 
the context of addressing seamless handovers with these MIPv6-based solutions is discussed. 
The review reveals the benefits of the network-based mobility approach over the host-based 
approaches in the context of handover performance. Furthermore, the need for further research in 
the area of seamless mobility management in NGWN, in partiCUlar, seamless vertical handoverto 
ensure non-perceptible interruptions to ongoing communications is deduced. 
Chapter 3 presents analytical models of handover performance improvement with the 
MIPv6 extensions (HMIPv6, FMIPv6, and PMIPv6) in terms of handover delay and signaling 
overhead. The analysis suggests that PMIPv6, a network-based mobility solution, is the most 
suitable leverage IP mobility protocol for handover mechanisms to further improve the 
performance during handovers. A handover design that utilizes IEEE 802.21 Media Independent 
Handover (MIH) services and leverages PMIPv6 mobility management framework is provided 
and analyzed to show that indeed PMIPv6 is the most suitable leverage protocol for handover 
mechanisms that further reduce handover delay and packet loss. 
Chapter 4 presents the proposed seamless handover coordination design identified as 
PMIPv6 with handover coordinator (PMIPv6-HC). The design employs ahead-of-time 
coordination in terms of initiation and preparation of handover procedures between the involved 
heterogeneous wireless networks to ensure seamless vertical handovers with non-perceptible 
disruption to a MN's ongoing real-time communication while ensuring that signaling overhead is 
kept to a minimal. The design goals of the handover coordinator are also highlighted. 
Two PMIPv6-HC system models as wen as the schematic representations of the 
respective HC implementations and interactions between the HC's components are presented. 
The respective PMIPv6-HC principles of operation, signaling flow, and security considerations 
are also discussed. The PMIPv6-HC handover mechanism is triggered to start the coordination of 
the initiation and preparation of handovers ahead of time. Thus, the handover procedures are 
executed in the background while the MN transparently continues with ongoing communication 











Chapter 5 is dedicated to the implementation and simulation issues of the proposed 
handover mechanism. It begins by giving a brief overview of the simulation tool, i.e., the NS-2 
network simulator, particularly in terms of its wireless and mobility modeling. Furthermore, the 
limitations related to the simulation of our design and workarounds to mitigate the limitations are 
discussed. Next, the overview of the evaluation framework in terms of the simulation setup, 
network topology, and related parameter settings is provided. In fact, all issues related to the 
implementation and simulations are discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 presents and analyzes the handover performance results obtained from our 
simulation experiments. It provides comparative handover performance analysis between the 
proposed PMIPv6-HC and PMIPv6 as well as FMIPv6 in terms of handover delay, packet loss. 
and signaling overhead. The impact of various parameters that influence these handover 
performance metrics is investigated. 
Chapter 7 concludes by summarizing the· contributions of this thesis. The chapter further 











Chapter 2 Review of IPv6 Mobility Management and 
Seamless Handover Approaches 
This chapter introduces IP mobility management and gives an overview of network-layer 
mobility protocols, in particular, MIPv6-based protocols. Related work on enhancing the 
handover performance of these mobility solutions is also reviewed. Moreover, the MIPv6-based 
protocols are the de facto IP mobility solutions for NGWN, which are envisioned to consist of 
IPv6 nodes. Thus, IP and IPv6 are used interchangeably in this thesis. Understanding the 
different IP mobility management solutions and the respective handover procedures is important 
to consider, assess, and evaluate the handover performance. Therefore, this chapter gives a brief 
overview of MIPv6 and the common MIPv6-based mobility management extensions. 
Furthermore, the procedures and approaches to support handovers are discussed. We further 
discuss the strengths and limitations of these approaches, hence revealing the need for further 
research in the context of enhancing the handover performance. 
The related work that has been done in terms of addressing the handover performance 
limitations of MIPv6 and its host-based extensions is reviewed. In particular, the review focuses 
on the mechanisms that have been proposed to improve the handover performance in terms of 
reducing handover delay and/or packet loss and/or signaling overhead of the standard MIPv6 
based mobility protocols. The handover performance limitations are identified and the network-
based MIPv6 extension (PMIPv6) is deduced' to be a viable approach to addressing the 
limitations effectively and efficiently. Therefore, the related work in the context of addressing the 
limitations with the network-based mobility management approach is also reviewed. Ultimately, 
the need for further research in leveraging PMIPv6 to further enhance handover performance is 
identified. 
2.1 IP Mobility Management 
Since heterogeneous wireless networks in NGWN are envisioned to be anchored to an IP-











in this environment. In fact, network layer mobility solutions are based on the extension of the 
fundamental IP protocol. Consequently, solutiqns that operate at the IP layer are regarded as 
being more suitable to handle mobility as they do not violate any basic internet design principles 
[5], Currently, MIPv6-based protocols are the universal solutions for IP mobility management 
between heterogeneous wireless networks. These protocols are the most representative solutions 
in industry and the research community. More so, they hide the heterogeneity in the link-specific 
technologies used in the different networks in NGWN [45]. 
This thesis focuses on MIPv6-based mobility management protocols. More so, these 
protocols are more suited for NGWN as they overcome most of the problems of MIPv4 solutions 
[46]. Moreover, the IPv6 specification improves many of the weak aspects of IPv4, e.g., provides 
an optimal header format, neighbor discovery mechanism, improved security and quality of 
service, reasonable addressing architecture, and stateless auto-configuration. Thus, MIPv6 
benefits from these IPv6 improvements. 
MIPv4 (and its extensions), on the Otht;:f hand, is not a sufficient solution for NGWN 
where users will have high mobility between different wireless networks because it suffers from 
many weaknesses such as long delays due to triangular routing, ingress filtering issues, tunneling, 
high signaling overhead, and furthermore, the IPv4 address space is not enough for the many IP 
nodes that are expected to require ubiquitous wireless internet connectivity in the near future. 
Thus, MIPv4 (and its extensions) will not be sufficient to provide the functionality and support 
required by the wireless information services in terms of reliable, effective, and efficient IP 
mobility management support. Moreover, NGWN are envisaged to mainly consist of IPv6 nodes. 
Since MIPv6 was designed based on the experiences of MIPv4 it resolves many of the problems 
identified in MIPv4, e.g., mitigates the delays due to the triangular routing problem by providing 
route optimization. Detailed information about MIPv4 can be found in [11]. 
In fact, all MIP-based mobility management protocols deal with mobility at the network 
layer, thus transport layer connections remain transparent to the user movement. Moreover, 
network layer mobility management solutions address the routing of IP packets to MNs that 
change locations and possibly network access types, e.g., due to mobility. Therefore, it is 











at the network layer because routing is a network layer function. In fact, mobility features are at 
the IF (network) layer. Furthermore, IF prevents protocols, services, and upper layer applications 
from awareness of the interconnecting architecture and possible changes caused [47]. Thus, the 
IF layer can easily facilitate the handling of seamless mobility across heterogeneous wireless 
networks without affecting upper layer operations. Various other mobility mechanisms, such as 
IDMP [48], HA WAIl [49], and Cellular IF [50], which have been proposed to overcome the 
drawbacks of base MIF exist, but are not discussed in this thesis. 
The following sections discuss MIFv6 and the most representative MIFv6-based IF 
mobility management solutions as wen as their approaches and limitations to achieving seamless 
handovers. 
2.2 MIPv6 Overview and Related Work on Achieving Seamless 
Handover 
Mobility Support in IFv6 (MIPv6) enables terminal mobility by allowing MNs to remain 
reachable while moving around in the IFv6 internet or NGWN. MIFv6 achieves this capability by 
assigning two IP addresses to the MN: a permanent home address (HoA) and a temporary care-
of-address (CoA). Thus, an MN is always identified by the HoA regardless of the point of 
attachment (PoA) in the heterogeneous wireless networks. While away from the home network, 
the MN is associated with the temporary IP CoA, which provides information about the MN's 
current location irrthe--network~ This- IPmobility in the- context of the- changing- CoA is 
transparent to the transport and higher layers. Moreover, packets addressed to the MN are 
transparently routed to the CoA. 
For detecting the movement of the MN to and from a link of a PoA (i.e., access router), 
router solicitations (RS) and router advertisements (RA) are exchanged between the MN and the 
PoA. To ensure that the MN is always reachable wherever it roams in the NGWN, binding 
update (BU) and binding acknowledgement (BA) messages are exchanged between the MN and 
the home agent (HA) and/or the correspondent node (CN). The binding update messages 
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uniqueness with DAD to prevent IP address collision, CoA registration and binding update 
procedures where the MN notifies the HA and/or CN of its current location, as well as 
authentication procedures where the MN gets authorization and authentication to use the new 
network's services and resources. However, these procedures (during the time from movement 
detection to distribution of binding updates (location infonnation») induce handover delay, 
packet loss and signaling overhead, which in turn compromise the MN user experience in tenns 
of perceptible disruption to ongoing communications. In fact, during this period the MN is 
unable to send or receive data packets, yet the CN continues to send the packets. Thus, for MNs 
that hand-over between different IP subnets during an ongoing session, MIPv6 is not sufficient in 
tenns of providing seamless handover. Although MIPv6 solves many problems encountered in 
MIPv4, the handover procedures still take a long time to complete hence cause unpleasant 
perceptible interruptions to ongoing communications during the handover, especially in micro-
mobility domains where hand overs are frequent. In fact, the handover delay is the primary cause 
of packet loss, which in turn causes disruption to ongoing communication during handover [5]. 
The hand over delay, as mentioned earlier, mainly comprise delays due to network discovery, IP 
address configuration, authentication and binding update procedures associated with a ~obility 
event [51]. 
Due to the long handover delay. transient packet losses, and signaling overhead, MIPv6 is 
not suitable for micro-mobility domains where' user mobility is high. High user mobility induces 
frequent handovers, which cause severe service disruptions to ongoing real-time communication 
if MIPv6 is used. The frequent handovers cause increased signaling overhead between the MN 
and its peers [52]. To alleviate these MIPv6limitations, the IETF developed MIPv6 extensions to 
improve the handover perfonnance. These MIPv6 extensions are FMIPv6 and HMIPv6, and are 
discussed in the next section. Besides the MIPv6 extensions standardized by IETF, many related 
works, some of which are discussed below, have been done in the research community in an 
effort to improve the handover perfonnance of MIPv6. These related works mitigate various 
aspects of the handover delay with the ultimate goal of reducing the overall handover delay 
and/or packet loss, hence enabling seamless handovers. 











continue communication activities in a visited network even before the MN is fully authenticated 
by the Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) server in the home network. The 
proposed authentication procedure, which is temporary, is designed to provide AAA service to 
expedite fast handover, meaning that it minimizes the time required for AAA service during the 
actual handover. In effect. the authors show that the handover delay, particularly the delay 
component due to authentication, is reduced by up to 70%. Moreover. network-access 
authentication contributes significantly to handover delay in mobility management schemes [54]. 
A. Dutta et al. [10][51] employ IEEE 802.21 Mill services to support seamless handover 
between heterogeneous wireless networks. A testbed implementation is developed where the 
MIH services are demonstrated with the media-independent pre-authentication (MPA) client 
acting as a mobility management entity. MPA facilitates seamless handover by establishing 
higher layer security associations and configurations, e.g., pre-registration and pre-authentication, 
with the target network before a link-layer handover is made. Ultimately, the MPA in 
combination with Mill perform some handover steps before layer 2 switch, hence reducing 
handover delay and packet loss during the actual handover. In fact, the MPA executes the 
heterogeneous network handover while the Mill services provide valuable information to assist 
in hand over preparation and initiation. 
Yoon-Young An et al. [55] propose an enhanced handover mechanism in MIPv6 with 
new additional primitives and parameters to the Mill services. The mechanism reduces handover 
latency for MIPv6 by eliminating the router discovery time by utilizing the MIH services to 
discover the new router ahead of time through the relevant primitives and notifications. The 
authors further apply the mechanism in FMIPv6 where the delay contribution by the handover 
initiation time is reduced. Ultimately, high goodput is obtained for UDP and TCP during 
handover because of the reduced handover delay, which reduces disruption to ongoing 
communication. 
A. Viinikainen et ai. [56] propose a Flow-based Fast Handover for MIPv6 for fast 
redirection of the MN's downstream flows during the CoA registration (binding update) process 
and another method speeding up the upstream handover by using a special Hand-of-Address 











of the proposed mechanism, which they verify in a real MIPv6 Linux environment. The 
mechanism uses the IPv6 Flow Label to identify and redirect each traffic flow to the new MN 
location. In fact, when the MN moves to a new sub net, it receives a new eoA and registers this 
eoA to the HA. This eoA registration message includes the prior Flow Label of the MN 
connection. Using this Flow Label the gateway router redirects the flow to the new location of 
the MN. The mechanism, which requires some changes to the MIPv6 protocol, enables fast 
hand overs. Therefore. ongoing communication packets are received simultaneously with the 
binding update registration process. Ultimately. the delay due to the binding registration 
experienced during handover is minimized. Furthermore, the results show that the handover 
delay is not dependent on the distance of the eNs the MN is communicating with. 
An enhanced handover mechanism for MIPv6 with the support of MIH services and 
Advanced Duplicate Address Detection (A-DAD) is proposed in [57] [58]. This mechanism 
utilizes layer 2 triggers, applies advanced DAD (A-DAD), and reduces the number of layer 3 
message exchanges during the handover procedure to reduce the overall handover delay in 
MIPv6 in a heterogeneous wireless environment. An MN with multiple interfaces uses the other 
interfaces to listen to other access networks. Thus, when the MN moves into another access 
network the corresponding MN interface generates and reports a Link Detect event to the Media 
Independent Handover Function (MIHF) and then to MIPv6, which is the MIH User. Thereafter, 
the MN establishes the layer 2 connection on the new link interface while it is still 
communicating with eN through the old interface. In effect, the above process prepares for IP 
handover ahead of time. Furthermore, A-DAD is utilized to reduce the typical DAD latency by 
keeping a list of duplicate-free addresses at an access router (AR). In A-DAD, each AR randomly 
generates an address and performs DAD beforehand. Thereafter. the AR acts as a passive proxy 
for addresses, which silently discards an address if it hears another node performing DAD on an 
address it already has in its pool. Ultimately. the AR keeps a list of duplicate-free addresses. 
Therefore, the DAD delay is eliminated from the actual handover phase. The authors analyze the 
effects of MN speed on the handover delay performance. As expected, the authors conclude that 
the MN speed affects the handover delay. 











Control Function (E-HCF), to improve MIPv6 handover performance over wireless networks. 
This mechanism involves sending a decisive control message to the MN to accelerate the 
hand over process and reduce the packet loss by managing the traffic belonging to the MN. The 
functions configured in the E-HCF enable it to provide a list of possible attachment points to the 
MN beforehand based on its currently attached access point (AP). The E-HCF, therefore, decides 
which AP the MN should associate with by providing the MN with the relevant access point 
information. Furthermore, through some defined algorithm and introduction of new messages, 
the E-HCF is able to configure and distribute a unique IP address to the MN for use in the new 
subnet. The mechanism achieves packet loss reduction through bi-casting and buffering. This 
mechanism, therefore, achieves both minimized handover delay and reduced packet. 
It is an almost universal recognition that MIPv6 needs to be further enhanced in order to 
meet the needs of NGWN [60]. In fact, MIPv6 is known to suffer from long handover delay, 
packet loss, and signaling overhead [35], hence the above-discussed proposals, which endeavor 
to improve these handover metrics. However, most of the proposed mechanisms in the literature 
address some aspects of the handover performance at the expense of others, e.g., improve packet 
loss and handover delay by trading off signaling overhead. More so, these mechanisms do not 
perform the handover process in a properly coordinated fashion between all the involved 
networks. Furthermore. mechanisms that leverage MIPv6 are more suited for macro-mobility 
management environments, whereby user mobility and hence handovers are not very frequent. In 
micro-mobility domains, these mechanisms incur more delay and high packet loss due to 
frequent handovers. 
Therefore, while the delays of MIPv6 are already wen known, an optimized and widely 
applicable handover approach is yet to be found [61]. The IETF has standardized different MIPv6 
extensions such as FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 to alleviate some of the drawbacks of MIPv6. 
The next section briefly discusses the MIPv6 extensions, their handover procedures as 
well as the seamless handover approaches they employ to improve the handover performance. 
Furthermore, some related work done by other researchers to further improve the handover 











2.3 Mobile IPv6 Extensions and Related Work on Achieving 
Seamless Handover 
MIPv6 extensions are protocols that extend the MIPv6 protocol to mitigate the handover 
performance limitations. These extensions implement extra functionalities or optimize certain 
functionalities of MIPv6 to improve specific aspects of the handover performance. In effect, 
these extensions improve MIPv6's handover performance, especially, in terms of hand over delay 
and/or packet loss and/or signaling overhead. These extensions include FMIPv6, HMIPv6, and 
recently, PMIPv6. 
2.3.1 Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers 
Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [62J is the original host-based fast handover 
extension of MIPv6. However, it has since been upgraded and renamed as Mobile IPv6 Fast 
Handovers [27], which has improved the security considerations and mobility header fonnat. 
However, for consistency, the FMIPv6 acronym is still used. 
FMIPv6 is designed to reduce packet loss and handover delay experienced in MIPv6 
during handovers. The seamless handover approach that FMIPv6 utilizes involves anticipation 
(i.e., utilizing layer 2 triggers to proactively initiate a handover) and pre-configuration of the 
CoA of the MN in the new network that the MN is likely to move to, before it moves. Thereafter, 
the protocol pre-establishes a tunnel between the previous access router (PAR) in the old/current 
network and the new access router (NAR) in the target (new) network. Subsequently, the PAR 
forwards packets to the NAR when handover takes place. The NAR in the new network buffers 
the packets and delivers them to the MN when it (MN) finally arrives. FMIPv6 also implements a 
reactive mode of handover approach, which we do not discuss in this thesis since the predictive 
mode generally performs better than the reactive mode in terms of improving the handover 
performance. 
Ultimately. FMIPv6 reduces the handover latency by predicting and preparing for the 
impending handover in advance, i.e., by pre-configuring the CoA ahead of time. This handover 
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PoA, i.e., the PAR. The PAR resolves the RtSolPr message and helps the MN to configure the 
new CoA through a Proxy Router Advertisement (PrRtAdv) message. Subsequently, the MN 
sends an FBU requesting the PAR to facilitate the handover. Thereafter, the PAR sends a 
message (handover initiate (HI) message) advising the NAR to initiate the handover procedures. 
The NAR acknowledges (HAck) the message and a tunnel is established between PAR and NAR, 
and thereafter the PAR sends a fast binding acknowledgment (FBA) message to both the MN and 
NAR indicating a successful binding. Consequently. packets are forwarded through the 
established tunnel from the PAR to the NAR where the MN is predicted to attach in the near 
future. Eventually, the MN sends an unsolicited neighbor advertisement (UNA) message when it 
attaches to the NAR notifying the NAR to forward the buffered and incoming packets towards it 
(MN). Authentication activities of the MN may also be required as part of the handover 
procedures. These activities also influence the handover perfonnance. 
However, FMIPv6 is not reliable and has limitations. For example, the IP handover needs 
to happen at a rate that is suitable for the MN to update the binding of the HA or CNs with which 
it is having ongoing communication. If the MN moves faster and the signaling are unable to 
complete, some packets of the ongoing communication may be dropped. Furthennore, FMIPv6 
introduces signaling overhead in the air interface with the extra mobility signaling related to the 
anticipation capability. These signaling may become heavy when there are many MNs 
simultaneously making handover. In fact, the anticipation mechanism suffers from inconsistent 
and unpredictable timing of the triggering of the handover signaling messages, hence may cause 
the handover procedures to start much earlier or much later than the anticipated handover. As a 
result, the handover delay and packet loss may increase. In fact, even with anticipation the MN 
cannot use the newly configured CoA until it has been acknowledged by the NAR before or after 
the IP transition. Therefore, the handover delay, packet loss, and signaling overhead still need 
more attention, in particular, for ongoing real-time communication, hence the following selected 
related works. 
Y. Kim et al. [63] investigate the available timing and accurate criteria of layer 2 triggers 
in FMIPv6, which are used for facilitating CoA pre-configuration. They deduce that the exact 











handover performance of FMIPv6. are not addressed. With accurately timed definitive layer 2 
triggers, their paper presents a practical handover scenario that integrates layer 2 and layer 3 for 
low handover latency and packet loss during handover, and further show that the IP handover 
operation of FMIPv6 is performed prior to the layer 2 handover thus obtaining a seamless 
handover. The handover delay and packet loss are reduced for both UDP and TCP traffic. 
Q. Mussabir et al. [37] also propose to reduce the handover delay experienced in 
FMIPv6. The proposed mechanism utilizes IEEE 802.21 MIH services with the aid of the 
information from the lower three layers of the MN and the neighboring access networks to 
address the radio access discovery and candidate access-router discovery issues of FMIPv6. 
Moreover, depending on scanning such as in IEEE 802.11 networks. to discover neighboring 
access networks takes a long time, which has significant contribution to handover delay. Thus, 
the proposed mechanism introduces an "Information Element Container" to store static and 
dynamic layers 2 and 3 information of the neighboring access networks, and uses a special cache 
maintained by the MN to reduce the anticipation time in FMIPv6. Furthermore, the handover 
decision of FMIPv6 is enhanced by a Policy Engine that makes intelligent decisions about 
handover. U1timately. the handover latency contributed by the radio access discovery in FMIPv6 
is reduced by using the layer 2 link information retrieved from relevant MIH services. Yet, the 
handover latency contributed by CoA configuration is reduced by the retrieval of layer 3 
information from the "Information Element Container" of the corresponding PoAs, which the 
MN uses to form the new CoA prior to handover. The authors verify the improvement of their 
proposed mechanism through analysis and simulations. The results also show that the handover 
latency increases as the MN speed increases. This behavior is attributed to the host-based nature 
of FMIPv6, which results in signaling messages getting lost over the deteriorating physical link at 
MN high speeds. 
Y. Song et ai. [64] reiterate that the handover delay is still too large for ongoing real-time 
applications during handover in FMIPv6. The paper concludes that the key issues affecting the 
handover latency of FMIPv6, particularly in IEEE 802.11 networks, are the lack of assistance 
from the network entities in terms of the link-layer prediction (scanning) phase and the link-layer 











fOlwarding and the inefficient interaction between the link layer and the network layer. 
2.3.2 Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 
Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) improves the handover performance of MIPv6 in a 
micro-mobility domain by reducing the signaling overhead between the MN and its home agent 
(HA) or peers (CNs), as well as the handover delay during the handover process. Moreover, one 
of the main contributing factors to handover delay in MIPv6 arises when the MN signals the HA 
in the home network and/or CN with mobility bindings to help them maintain the reachability 
state of the MN. This mobility-binding signaling unavoidably injects latency in the delivery of 
ongoing communications to the MN in the new PoA when the round-trip-time (RTf) exceeds 
real-time delay bounds of time-sensitive applications [52], especially when the HA and/or CN is 
farther away from the MN. Consequently, packet loss possibility or loss of active session during 
handover is high since the binding of the HoA and current CoA takes a long time to complete. 
Furthermore, as the handover rate between PoAs in a network domain changes. the 
handover delay also varies widely because the RTT between the MN and the HA and/or CN 
changes. As the MN gets farther away from the HA, the RTf gets longer and further transient 
nesting in tunnels is incurred due to the IP-in-IP encapsulation effected by the forwarding 
mechanism of the HA on the last visited link [52]. The frequent establishment of tunnels 
introduces additional delay during handover, hence possible packet loss due to delayed or 
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Generally. as can he deduced from the above discussi on of the HMlPv6 operation. micro-
mobility management scheme~ partly address issue~ related 10 handover performance, i.e .. 
handovcr delay. packet l os~. and signa ling overhead as well a~ scahlbi lity and reliabi lity. These 
schemes reduce the number of signaling messages to the home network and al so reduce the 
~ignaling delay hy performing registration locally in the micro-mobility domain. Thus. the 
schemes minimize excessi\'e mobility-related ,>ignaling (e.g .. binding update~) towards the l-IA 
and/or CNs due to frequellt changes of CoAs in micro-mobil ity environ Tm:nt s by handling it in 
the localized domain with the help of the local mohility management routing point, MAP. as long 
a~ thc MN roam~ inside the domain. Effectively, the RTf hence the hinding 11pdate delay is 
rcdm:ed. Furthermore, the signaling overhead is minimized in the core network. 




Figure 2-4 Handm-' l'r procedure signalling flow in HMIP,'6, 
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may have to be authenticated before it gets the network services in the new subnet through an 
exchange of authentication messages (AAA request/reply) between the MAP and an 
authentication server (e.g. AAA server) to verify the credentials of the MN. In fact, the admission 
of an MN at the new PoA or subnet is subject to authorization and authentication. Hence, as 
observed in Figure 2-4 the binding acknowledgement is sent to the MN after the completion of 
the authorization and authentication process. 
However, as much as HMIFv6 reduces the delay due to binding message exchanges by 
localizing the handling of these updates, the overall IF address configuration delay is still long 
because the CoAs have to be configured anew every time the MN changes ARs. Furthermore, 
there are even more IF address configurations (RCoA and LCoA configurations) required if the 
MN traverses between different MAP domains. The IF address configurations (RCoA and 
LCoA) impact on the DAD procedure hence increasing the DAD delay. Thus, the handover delay 
is stiB long for ongoing real-time and time-sensitive applications especially because handovers 
are more frequent in localized domains. 
Generally, HMIFv6 employs a reactive handover approach to initiate handovers. 
However, with reactive signaling deliberations the handover procedures (e.g., IP address 
configuration, binding updates, authentication, etc.) are initiated only after the MN has detected 
the new PoA implying that during the actual handover the active connections (ongoing 
communications) are disrupted. 
M. H. Habaebi [65] and Vivaldi et al. [66] identify the DAD check and the message 
exchange transmission time during the process of the registration operation as the cause for 
handover delay in HMIPv6. The authors, therefore, propose mechanisms that perform fast 
handover in HMIPv6 by adopting the multicast· seamless handover technique to the MAP for 
both macro-mobility and micro-mobility management, hence minimizing the service disruption 
delay that occurs during the binding registration operation. When the MN reaches the edge of the 
MAP's coverage area it sends a control message requesting the MAP to build a multicast group, 
which when built the MAP sends a message to adjacent routers asking them to join the group. 
Therefore, when there are ongoing packets destined to the MN, the MAP will multicast them to 











will have a copy of the ongoing packets when the MN is still within the old router (for micro-
mobility) or MAP (for macro-mobility). When the MN moves to the new router, the router starts 
forwarding the packets to the MN during the registration operation. The results show an 
improvement in the handover delay of the proposed mechanism when compared with standard 
HMIPv6. The handover delay is evaluated with respect to bandwidths and link delays. 
The combination of HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 is proposed in Fast Handovers for Hierarchical 
MIPv6 (FHMIPv6) [67] to further optimize the handover delay. Both CoA configuration and HA 
registration (binding update) delay are reduced since FHMIPv6 employs IP address pre-
configuration and hierarchical registration management seamless handover approaches. 
FHMIPv6 does not define new messages but leverages HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 messages. 
However, it changes the source and/or destination IP addresses of the messages to expedite the 
handover delay performance. 
P. Kim and Y. Kim [68] propose a fast vertical handover scheme for HMIPv6 utilizing 
MIH services to optimize handover performance. The MIH Information service is extended by 
including new L3 information to provide domain prefixes of heterogeneous neighboring MAPs. 
This scheme minimizes the service disruption delay occurring during the registration operation 
employing the MIH services for network discovery and selection. In particular, the analysis 
shows that the scheme reduces the handover initiation time, and hence effectively reducing the 
handover delay. 
Based on the above discussion of the MIPv6-based mobility protocols and proposed 
enhancements, it can be deduced that the seamless handover approaches utilized in these 
protocols to provide better handover performance include fast network discoverr, bicasting or 
multicasting, hierarchical registration management, pre-authentication, pre-registration, MIH 
services, and packet forwarding techniques. Furthermore, to reduce packet loss during handover. 
buffering techniques are employed, which facilitate seamless handover. A. Dutta et al. [69] 
propose buffering packets at an access router near the edge of the current or candidate network. 
The buffered packets are then forwarded to the MN when handover completes. By dynamically 
controlling the buffer, a trade-off between handover delay and packet loss is achieved. In other 











Notably, all the above discussed standard mobility protocols and the proposed handover 
enhancing mechanisms are host-based. Thus, the MN is funy involved in mobility-related 
signaling. The MN's involvement negatively affects the overall handover delay, especially when 
too much functionality, as proposed in most handover mechanisms, is added in the MN protocol 
stack. For example. the periodic exchange of signaling messages between the MN and relevant 
network node is heavy on the already limited bandwidth in the air interface. In addition, this 
periodic exchange induces delays in the signaling process due to longer round-trip-time (RTf). 
Furthermore, the additional handover management support that is incorporated in the MN's 
protocol stack increases the MN's complexity, the consumption of battery power, as well as adds 
processing overheads and delays. Most of the proposed mechanisms also require adequate 
buffering mechanisms to avoid the dropping of packets and packet delays at the candidate 
network during handover. 
Although the host-based IP mobility solutions have been standardized for many years, 
their deployment has not really taken off. This can be attributed to the fact that these host-based 
approaches require massive amount of development efforts and expensive MN design 
investment. It became necessary, therefore, to explore other approaches of efficiently supporting 
IP mobility, hence the birth of network-based mobility management. In particular, the lETF has 
recently standardized Proxy Mobile IPv6, which is discussed in the following section. 
2.3.3 Proxy Mobile IPv6 
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) is a relatively recent network-based approach to address the 
IP mobility challenge of unsatisfactory handover performance particularly in terms of signaling 
overhead, handover delay, and packet loss. This network-based IP mobility approach does not 
involve the MN in mobility-related signaling, thus, the MN does not actively exchange mobility 
signaling messages with the HA and/or CN to facilitate handover procedures. A network mobility 
agent is employed to perform proxy mobility-related signaling on behalf of the MN. However, 
the MN still assists with generic mobility functions yet there is no specific MN-to-network 
protocol required at the MN for the network-based mobility management itself [9]. Generally. 
network-based mobility management has important advantages over host-based mobility 











PMIPv6 to further improve the handover performance. 
K. Kong and W. Lee [70] present a qualitative and quantitative analysis of IP mobility 
protocols in terms of handover latency. The authors highlight the main desirable features and key 
strengths of PMIPv6, particularly those that optimize handover better than host-based MIPv6 
protocols such as HMIPv6 and FMIPv6. It is concluded that PMIPv6 improves handover delay 
and signaling overhead better than the host-based protocols. 
In fact, the 3GPP system architecture evolution has adopted PMIPv6 in the Evolved 
Packet Core (EPC) specifications to provide seamless mobility at the IP layer as the user moves 
within and between accesses [71]. 
J. Guan et al. [72] analyze and evaluate the signaling and packet delivery costs of 
PMIPv6 for UDP and TCP against other most representative mobility management protocols. 
The authors evaluate the performance in terms of metrics such as throughput. packet loss, 
handover delay, packet delivery cost, and signaling cost. Their analysis and testbed performance 
results show that PMIPv6 has lower signaling cost and packet delivery cost than other mobility 
protocols. And their experimental results show that PMIPv6 can reduce the handover delay and 
packet loss. It is acknowledged that some fast handover mechanism n.eeds to be introduced to 
further improve the performance. 
Figure 2-5 below illustrates the mobility-related signaling criteria in network-based 
mobility management and host-based mobility management. It can be observed that the MN is 
fully involved in mobility signaling in the host-based approach; Figure 2-5(a). The MN initiates 
and/or terminates the signaling, thus inducing tunneling overhead in the air interface. On the 
other hand, a proxy mobility agent typical implemented in the access routers, performs the 
mobility signaling on behalf of the MN in the network-based approach, hence tunneling overhead 
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Figure 2-5 (a) l1ost-hased, (b) ~etw()rk·ha. .. ed, 
PM IPv(' ex tends MII'v6 signaling and reuses many concepts ~ u ..::h :IS the 111\ 
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the bindi ng update deJay by reducing round-trip-time (RTT). In addition, PMLPv6 reduces the 
delay component introduced by the DAD procedure because of the Per-MN-Prefix property. 
Ultimately, PMIPv6 reduces the IP handover delay. 
Figure 2-6 below shows a typical signali ng call now during handovcr in PMIPv6. 
MN , 
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f igure 2-6 Signaling call fl ow durin g handovCl" in P i\HP,'6. 
As observed in Figure 2-6 above, the LV1A and MAG deregister an l\.I N by exchanging 
proxy binding update (PBU) and proxy bindi ng acknowledgement (PBA) messages. which 
facilitate the deletion of till' routing state when the MN detaches from the current MAG, p-~IAG. 
Howcv<:r, the LMA maintains the routinglreachability state of the MN for a minimum time 
period (i'vfinDelayBejoreBCEDelete) if it gets a handover hint beforelmnd . This 
MinDelayBeforeBCEDelele allows the MN time to attach to a new MAG. 
When the new MAG, n-MAG, detects the MN on its access link , it s.::nds a registration 
PBU 10 the LMA, on behalf of the MN, to update or create the binding and rOUling states of the 
MN. The LMA compldes th.:: r<:gistration by replying with a PBA. However. the n-MAG may 
have to authenticate the MN with an authentication server (e.g. AAA server). Thereafter, the n-
M AG sends a router advertisement (RA ) message to th~ MN that contains the unique home 
network prefix . which ensures the MN does not detect any change with respect to the Layer 3 











long as it roams within the same PMIPv6 domain. 
However, PMIPv6 also experiences handover delay and packet loss that are not good 
enough for real-time applications. Moreover, it supports a reactive handover approach similar to 
MIPv6 and HMIPv6. 
Recently. several handover mechanisms have been proposed in the literature to support 
seamless handover for PMIPv6 by further reducing the handover delay and packet loss. Reduced 
handover delay and packet loss ensure non-perceptible disruption to ongoing real-time 
applications during mobility events. Various related works propose mechanisms that reduce 
different aspects of the handover delay constituents; particularly due to Layer 3 (IP) handover. 
P. Kim et al. [39] propose a proactive correspondent registration mechanism for PMIPv6 
route optimization between a Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) and a correspondent node (CN) in 
the same domain. The proxy home test and the concurrent CoA are redefined with parameters 
specified by information on the candidate MAGs. The authors consider scenarios where the CN 
has MIPv6 functionality and recognize PMIPv6 messages, and where the CN does not have 
MIPv6 functionality and mobility support is provided by PMIPv6. Ultimately, the correspondent 
registration through the above messages is performed before the actual handover hence reducing 
the correspondent registration latency, which also reduces the throughput degradation due to 
bidirectional tunneling via the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA), and eventually reducing handover 
delay. 
T. Chiba et al. [73] also propose route optimization techniques to reduce handover delay 
between communicating nodes within the same PMIPv6 domain. Indeed, data path reduction 
between communicating peers reduces one way packet delay when the LMA is further away. 
Other route Optimization techniques are provided in [74][75], to mention a few. Route 
optimization also mitigates out-of-sequence packets as presented in the simulation results in [75]. 
L Kim et ai. [76] propose a low latency handover scheme for PMIPv6 using Mill 
services. The scheme uses the Mill services to minimize the overall scanning delay at layer 2 
during network discovery in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. Thus, the information service 











the handover procedures. The proposed scheme further utilizes the proactive handover ideas of 
FMlPv6byemploying a buffering technique to-reduce-packet loss during handover. A-tunnel- is . 
pre-established between the previous and new MAGs, hence packets that could be lost at the 
previous MAG are delivered to the new MAG. The scheme is evaluated in a homogeneous 
environment where a VolP application was simulated for communication between the MN and 
CN. However, a combination of techniques from different protocols may complicate hand over 
operations and introduce signaling overhead. 
A similar approach is proposed in [41] [77]. However, these schemes utilize the Mill 
services to reduce the delay due to authentication by utilizing the Mill services. With the 
assistance of Mill, the MN is pre-authenticated beforehand while it is still connected to the old 
network and not yet attached to the new network. Only quantitative analysis is provided. Many 
other proposals such as [78] [79] also use the Mill services to reduce different aspects of the 
handover delay components. The proposals generally involve the activation or initiation of 
handover-related procedures andlor tunnel pre-establishment to the target networks during the 
handover preparation phase. Consequently, these procedures are not performed during the actual 
handover, and hence effectively reduce the handover delay and packet loss. However, by its 
definition, the Mill services introduce extra signaling messages and add complexity in the MN. 
which may add some delays. 
H. Yokota et al. [80] propose the integration of PMlPv6 and FMlPv6 with the aim of 
improving handover performance of PMIPv6 in terms of handover delay and packet loss. This 
approach introduces the proactive signaling deliberations with the candidate network while the 
MN is still in the old network. The mechanism does reduce handover delay and packet loss but 
requires considerable modifications to FMIPv6 to enable adaptation to network-based mobility 
management. 
J. I. Kim et al. [81] utilize bicasting to reduce packet loss hence ensuring soft hand over in 
a PMIPv6 domain. The MlliF services are utilized to provide a link-layer trigger mechanism. 
The authors investigate handover performance metrics such as handover delay, packet loss, and 
throughput. Simulations results show that the dropped packets are reduced, and the handover 











of network resources. Thus, the bicasting duration must be kept to a minimal. 
A seamless handover scheme for PMIPv6 using smart buffering is proposed in [82]. The 
scheme prevents packet loss by proactively buffering packets that will be lost in a current serving 
MAG by harnessing network side information. In this scheme the new MAG has to execute a 
discovery mechanism to discover the previous MAG especially when the previous MAG also has 
buffered packets which might have to be forwarded to the new MAG where the MN has attached. 
In addition, the scheme introduces a network-side prediction mechanism to facilitate faster 
handover. The authors address the usual excessive buffering challenge by limiting the buffering 
time based on the expected disconnection time during handover. Simulation results show that the 
proposed smart buffering scheme has a shorter handover time than standard PMIPv6. 
P. Taaghol et al. [83] introduce a forward authentication functio  (FAF) element in 
PMIPv6 mobility-managed heterogeneous networks to reduce handover delay due to 
authentication during vertical handover between mobile WiMAX and 3GPP networks. The 
handover mechanism utilizes single-radio to ensure that the MNs do not need to support 
simultaneous transmission on both WiMAX and 3GPP accesses, hence mitigates the RF 
coexistence issues that exists otherwise and improves handover performance. The proposed 
optimized handover mechanism employs the FAF to authorize the MN access to the new network 
(3GPP) and prepare the appropriate resources while the MN is still on the old network 
(WiMAX). Thus, from the 3GPP access network perspective, the F AF emulates a simplified 
radio network controller or base station, while from the WiMAX access network perspective; it 
emulates a mobile WiMAX gateway, ASN-GW. Ultimately, the FAF pre-performs 
authentication-related handover procedures in the candidate on behalf of the MN, thus reducing 
the signaling steps during the actual handover. If the FAF collocates with the Access Network 
Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF), as suggested by the authors, other necessary 
information for handover (e.g. carrier frequencies of the candidate network) can be received by 
the MN via a secure connection. Thereafter, pre-registration procedures can be undertaken. Thus, 
in effect, there is coordination between the MN and FAF/ANDSF, which are located at the 











2.4 Handover Coordination 
Handover coordination may be defined as a technique that typically employs a specific 
entity or entities to handle or communicate handover issues during mobility events among 
networks. These entity(ies) exchange handover-related signaling messages to ensure that the 
handover is coordinated between the relevant network elements to facilitate the respective 
procedures to handover. 
2.4.1 Typical Handover Coordination Mechanisms 
YS Chen et al. [84] propose a handover protocol leveraging PMIPv6 to reduce handover 
delay and packet loss. The protocol relies on the assistance of relay nodes over L TE networks. 
For relay node discovery, the proposed protocol extends the access network discovery and 
selection functionality (ANDSF) in 3GPP specifications to help the MN to obtain the infonnation 
of the relay nodes. With the assistance of the relay nodes and ANDSF, which facilitate the 
coordination of the handover, the MN perfonns the pre-handover procedures including the 
security operation and the proxy binding update to significantly reduce the overall handover 
delay and packet loss. Moreover, the relay nodes forward the packets to the new network during 
the handover period, where the MN receives them after attachment The simulation results 
illustrate that the proposed protocol achieves perfonnance improvements in handover delay and 
packet loss 
YS Chen et al. in [85] [86] further propose a similar handover approach to [84] where 
they use a partner node called a partner station (PS) to perfonn CoA configuration and DAD 
operations on behalf of the MN in the new network before the MN initializes the handover 
request. In essence, the PS coordinates the facilitation of handover procedures ahead of time. 
This mechanism leverages HMIPv6. The PS in this proposed fast handover protocol, called 
P _HMIPv6, has relay capabilities and is a static mobile station, which facilitates CoA 
configuration and DAD operation only when it (PS) is at the cell edges. The analysis and 
simulation results show that the mechanism reduces handover delay. 











proposed work as will be discussed in the next chapter. However, in their work, just like in [85J 
and [86], more functionality needs to be added in all MNs to ensure that they can also perform as 
PSs. This requirement adds complexity in the MN and induces more signaling overhead in the air 
interface. More so, before a static MN performs as a PS it needs to exchange signaling messages 
with the relevant base stations as wen as the MN that requires the seamless handover assistance. 
Also, another requirement of a MN to perform as a PS is that it must be located in the boundary 
of the neighboring base station coverage at the time and must be static. Thus, if at any given time 
there is no PS located at the boundary of networks, a MN in one network that wants to hand-over 
to another network will not be afforded any seamless handover support. 
The idea of using relay nodes in future generation wireless networks has been discussed 
in various works such as [87] [88] [89], and has proved to significantly increase the high data 
rate coverage of base stations. Thus, the concept of using relay nodes was not originally meant 
for assisting in seamless handover approaches but mainly as solutions for radio range extension 
in mobile and wireless broadband cellular networks, solutions to combat shadowing at high radio 
frequencies, and as means to reduce infrastructure deployment costs [88]. 
S. Cho et al. [90] propose a relay-assisted soft handover mechanism, which has some 
similarities with one of our proposed implementations, in multi-hop cellular networks (IEEE 
802.16j). In this mechanism, handover ranging is not required and the association process is 
significantly simplified because the relay station, which acts as the handover coordinator, is fixed 
in the overlapping region of the neighboring cells, hence it is not necessary to change a serving 
node during the handover process. That is, the relay station functions as the serving node for the 
overlapping cells around the overlapping region. Thus, a MN can make an inter-cell handover 
across the overlapping region by utilizing the relay station without changing the serving node. 
The mechanism was developed for horizontal handovers within the same network type. in 
particular, IEEE 802.16j. 
M. S. Bargh et al. [91] propose an enhancement of PMIPv6 with simultaneous bindings 
to reduce hand over delay. The work is a proactive network-controlled handover solution that 
allows some hand over processes to be carried proactively while the MN is connected to the 











by predicting the handover based on information gathered, yet the real handover might occur 
later when the MN loses its connectivity. The performance evaluation of the solution shows that 
the handover delay is reduced while the packet loss due to handover is reduced by appropriately 
buffering packets at the target access router. However, the authors acknowledge that the earliest 
packets received at the target router are dropped when the buffer gets full since the size is 
limited. 
Recently, various IETF internet drafts such as [92] [93] [94] [95] exist with proposals to 
further improve the handover performance of PMIPv6 in terms of handover delay, packet loss, 
and signaling overhead. These proposals imply or reiterate that the handover delay and packet 
loss as well as signaling overhead experienced with PMIPv6 approaches are still high for 
ongoing real-time applications during handovers, and the need for further research in terms of 
enhancing the handover performance is stilI strong. 
To this end, we propose a network-based handover coordination approach to provide 
efficient and effective seamless vertical handover that ensures the MN continues to receive near 
real-time ongoing communications even during'the actual handover when the MN is traversing 
the critical overlapping region of interworking partially-overlapping heterogeneous wireless 
networks. This is the region where the MN does not'reeeivesufficientsignal strength from both 
the old and new networks, hence does not receive ongoing communications. Instead, the packets 
are forwarded to the new network, as proposed in most seamless handover solutions, where the 
MN receives them after handover. Otherwise, the packets are misrouted to the old network where 
they get dropped. 
In fact, most of the previously proposed fast handover mechanisms utilizing the network-
based mobility approach, e.g., [83] [96], enhance the mobility management protocols by 
introducing new functional elements either at the source access or target access, or even both 
source and target accesses to optimize handover performance in terms of handover delay and 
packet losses. Thus, the MN stops ongoing communication when it detaches from the old 
network (i.e., at the cell edges or overlapping' region) and only continues with communication 
when it receives the 'buffered' packets of the ongoing communications when it connects or 











Therefore, the handover delay and packet loss are still large for ongoing real-time 
communications. Moreover, the MIPv6-based mobility management protocols generally exploit 
layer 2 and layer 3 signaling messages sequentially, hence suffer the problems of insufficient 
hand over performance as mentioned above. In fact, it should also be appreciated that mobility 
protocols do not support seamless handovers, particularly vertical hand overs, in their current 
form. Thus, incorporation of efficient handover mechanisms that effectively coordinate the 
handover procedures, especially for layer 3, in a non sequential way with respect to those of layer 
2 is essential in order to provide seamless vertical handovers across the heterogeneous wireless 
networks in NGWN. These mechanisms have to further reduce the handover delay and packet 
loss with minimal signaling overhead in the air interface. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter investigated MIPv6 and its extensions, both host-based and network-based, 
as wen as the handover procedures and approaches they employ in handling IP mobility as MNs 
roam across the wireless networks in NGWN. It was reiterated in this chapter that these mobility 
, . 
solutions, on their own, do not fulfill the requirement of ubiquitous continuity for ongoing 
communications in terms of ensuring seamless vertical handovers during mobility in NGWN. 
Thus, different related works that propose to enhance these MIPv6-based mobility solutions to 
support seamless handovers were reviewed. The reviews basically revealed the need for further 
research in terms of developing effective and efficient handover mechanisms to further improve 
the handover performance of these MIPv6-based mobility protocols. Moreover, the performance 
is still not good enough, especially for ongoing real-time communication. After all, the MIPv6-
based mobility protocols are the de facto standards for the envisioned IPv6 NGWN. 
Furthermore, this chapter qualitatively discussed the advantages of network-based 
PMIPv6 over the host-based HMIPv6 and host-based FMIPv6 in terms of handover performance. 
To support this qualitative discussion, the following chapter verifies, through analytical 
(quantitative) handover performance models, the benefits of network-based mobility 
management approach over the host-based approaches, i.e., PMIPv6 over the common MIPv6-











The conclusion from the next chapter leads to the formulation of our proposed handover 
coordination mechanism leveraging network-based mobility management to efficiently enhance 
the handover performance by effectively addressing the above-discussed limitations. Thus, our 
mechanism proposes to further reduce the. hl:lndover delay and packet loss while ensuring 











Chapter 3' Analytical Handover Performance Modeling 
of MIPv6-based Mobility Management Protocols 
This chapter analyzes the handover performance of the MIPv6-based mobility 
management solutions (HMIPv6, FMIPv6, and PMIPv6) in terms of handover delay and 
signaling overhead. The analytical handover performance models reiterate that effective and 
efficient handover mechanisms should leverage network-based mobility management in order to 
achieve better handover performances. We characterize handover performance in terms of 
hand over delay, packet loss, and signaling overhead. 
In other words, this chapter verifies analytically that indeed PMIPv6, a network-based 
protocol, is a better leverage IP mobility solution in terms of handover performance, i.e., 
handover delay (hence packet loss) and signaling overheard. This analysis supports and motivates 
our proposed design of incorporating a handover coordination mechanism in a network-based 
mobility solution to achieve better handover performance. Therefore, enhancing PMIPv6 with a 
smartly designed handover mechanism will ensure seamless handover in terms of reduced 
handover delay, low packet loss, and minimal signaling overhead. Ultimately. transparent 
handovers to active connections during mobility across heterogeneous wireless networks can be 
achieved. 
3.1 Handover Performance Models 
The next subsections mathematically analyze the handover performance of MIPv6, 
PMIPv6, HMIPv6, and FMIPv6 to model the handover delay and signaling overhead. In addition, 
we determine the performance model when IEEE 802.21 Mill services are incorporated in the 
PMIPv6 mobility management framework. 
3.1.1 Mobile IPv6 
Based on the principle of operation of Mobile IPv6 as discussed in the previous chapter 











can be expressed as the algebraic summation of the involved signaling messages, i.e., 
, where DRS + DRA ::: DMD(MIPv6) is the movement detection delay, DIP _CONFlG is the IP 
CoA configuration delay, DDAD is the duplicate address detection delay, DBU + DBA ::: 
DB1NDlNG(MIPv6) is the binding update delay, and D AUTH is the authentication delay. Thus, the above 
equation can also be expressed as 
(1) 
It should be emphasized that the binding update messages are always exchanged 
between the MN and the HA irrespective of how far the MN is from the home network, as well 
as with the CN if route optimization is employed. Thus, it can be long especially when the MN is 
in a visited network that is further away from the home network. In the above analytical 
performance model we have assumed that the MN always sends the RS message when it 
observes an imminent detachment from the currently attached router in order to facilitate faster 
handover initiation to expedite handover. 
3.1.2 Proxy Mobile IPv6 
Figure 3-1 below shows a typical signaling flow during handover to a new MAG or 
subnet in PMIPv6. We can observe the signaling messages that are involved to ensure successful 
handovers in the PMIPv6 environment. These messages are exchanged between the relevant 
network elements (MAG, LMA, and possibly an AAA server) to facilitate the respective 
procedures for handovers. Notably, in PMIPv6 the binding update messages (PBU and PBA) are 
initiated and terminated at the MAG, which is in the network infrastructure, as opposed to host-
based mobility management schemes such as HMIPv6 (section 3.1.3) where the same signaling 
is initiated and terminated at the MN. which is usually relatively far from the network 
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D RA(PMIPv6): the router advertisement (RA) delay, whereby the new MAG advertises the 
necessary information, some of which is obtained through the PBA from the LMA. for assisting 
the attaching MN to know its default access router as weB as to maintain the same address 
configuration. 
With the PMIPv6 mobility management protocol, IP address configuration and Duplicate 
Address Detection (DAD) processes are not appreciable especially when the MN is already 
roaming in the PMIPv6 domain. After all, the Per-MN-Prefix property of PMIPv6, whereby 
every MN roaming in the domain always gets the same unique network prefix, ensures the same 
address configuration. Therefore, the Per-MN-Prefix property drastically reduces the probability 
of ambiguous address configurations. DAD is for checking if another node in the same router 
access link has not already configured the local address that a newly attaching MN is configuring. 
Thus, DAD helps to prevent IP address ambiguities. In PMIPv6, these hand over procedures 
(address configuration and DAD) are performed only when the MN first enters the PMIPv6 
domain. Thereafter, the obtained network prefix conceptually follows the MN wherever it goes in 
the domain (Per-MN-Prefix), effectively meaning that the MN maintains the same home IP 
address configuration. 
The handover procedures are inevitable during mobility although optimizing or reducing 
their impact, i.e., making them transparent to ongoing communication, is necessary to ensure 
seamless handovers. The various delays experienced due to the exchange of signaling messages 
that facilitate the handover procedures between MAGs and LMAs in the PMIPv6 domain 
contribute to the overall handover delay. In fact, the handover delay ultimately augments the end-
to-end delay of the ongoing packets hence causing the interruption of active real-time 
communication that an MN might be having with a eN during the handover period. A long 
handover delay usually results in high packet loss. This thesis focuses on handover delay due to 
the IP layer. 
Thus, based on the above discussion the overall handover delay in PMIPv6 is the sum of 
the individual delay components as observed in Figure 3-1: 
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DBU + DBA = DBINDING(HMIPv6) : the binding update delay, whereby the MN associates its 
current location with a MAP in the HMIPv6 domain. 
DRS + DRA(HMIPv6) = DMD(HMIPv6) : the movement detection (or router discovery) delay, 
whereby the MN realizes that it is leaving the old access router and discovers a new access router 
(NAR) to attach to. Again, RS and RA do not take the same amount of delay since they carry 
different messages. In fact, D RA(HMIPv6) > DRS. 
The movement detection and DAD processes are known to be long and time-consuming 
operations that can degrade handover performance significantly in host-based mobility 
management schemes [3]. Thus, unlike in PMIPv6, the HMIPv6 protocol performs IP address 
configuration anew every time the MN changes IP subnets. Thus, HMIPv6 introduces IP care-of-
address configuration delay, DIP_CONFlG, and DAD delay, DDAD. 
Furthermore, taking authentication (DQ + DR = D Aum) into consideration, the signaling 
overhead and handover delay experienced in HMIPv6 is, 
(3) 
Notably, from Figure 3-2, the authentication procedure completes before the sending of 
the binding acknowledgement (BA) to the MN. That is because the admission of the MN at the 
new point of service (PoS) is subject to authorization and authentication. The authentication is 
performed with the MN identifier that is contained in the binding update (BU) message. 
3.1.4 Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers 
We analyze the handover performance of the predictive mode of FMIPv6. Moreover, 
predictive FMIPv6 is the most representative mode for fast handovers in mobility management. 
As observed in the signaling flow diagram in Figure 3-3 below, the handover delay comprises the 
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Figul'e :\-:\ Mobility-related signaling in predicli\'~ FMJI'vti. 
Thus. the h:llld(lV{'r delay in FM IPvt) i~ given by Ihe algebrail.: ~um of thi: indivirJual delay 
COll1 p~lI1cnts a~ ~hown in the following equation. These detf1y-causing componC11IS afe a~ 
e: .. plained in Ch;lptt' ... 2. M:!ction 2.3.1 
We ~hou ld highlight that the lP add~~ configurat ion ;lnd DAD d('l:ly~ ;m' avoidctl in the 
actual hf1ndon-r ill predictive ~MlPv(l ~ ince they an~ performed bcforcht.ncl while the MN i~ ~till 
conneCtl"d to The PAR . 
Agam. a~~Ulni ng a ~ingle-Ie:vd hierarchical network topology as III the p~viou~ an:tly~e<;.. 
the binding Ulxlate dellly in the above equ:nion is given by the following cXJlrc~~ion; 
. while the movement dt·tectioll (or router discovery) timt' is given by 













3.1.5 Comparative Anal~'s is of Handover Performance '-1odels for P:\1IP,'6, 
H~\'IIPv6, and FMIP,(, 
Assuming lhallh~'s,,: mo bilil) solutions ar.: app li..:d III simi lar toplilogic,\, i . ..:., single-level 
hiL:ran.'hi('s. 3:. rcprc."cnlc~l b) the signaling now diagrams in the pn:violls sections. the 
cnmpamlivc handovcr pcrfo rmnncc analysis is as follows; 
We ran cxprl.! ."s lhe IIMIP\(l pcrfonllancc 1l1(}Jcl in [cnm nfPMIP v6 nOl:lli on as follows, 
where. based on the principl e ()r ()peration of the prol rX'o ls ( I'MJP\'(i and HMIP\ 6) and 
the sing le-k"d hierarchit'al netwurk \urology we assulll<.:d, it fo llows that , 
' l ' hcrdtl~, 
'JIIIN/)/N(i(II.\f/l" ~J ! = O ArrA( /I + D rR!' + D ATTilCII + D "II}', 
hene!.! , 
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Suhstituti ng the fe lev:!nt ahovc cxprcssiuns in to equation (3) in $Cclion 3.1.2 and 
si mplifying. we get the ahovc equalion (6). 
Of note i.~ thaI Ihe MACi in PM IPv() \lnly st:mJs [h~ fOUic r adven iscmclll (RA) after 
C()[npk ling the b inding rcg istr:tt iun ..... ilh Ih..: D :IA 1301. unli ke in Ilivll Pv6 wh..: re Ri\. is sen! hI 
~1 N bdorc hi nding. FUrihatnore . an 1I \1IPv6 mnhili ty slack has to he added in the "-IN 's 
protocol .~ltlck as o pposed to Ihe P\1IPv(J sce nari o where [he addition of a mon; lity stac k is nUL 
m:ccssary as long as !.he MN roatns with in the PM 1Pv6 dotnain, The addit ion of the mohi lity 
Sl ack adds compl exily and processing delay in the M1\ while the in vul v<: l11cnt uf the J\t, \, In 
f\lohility-rdat(;d sig naling adds ~ ignal ing overhe~d in the air int.:rface. 
Similarl y. w..: l~an express the FMlPv6 handoller p.:rf()fInancc model in terms o f PM lPv6 
notati on as r(dlows: 
(7) 
Nut..: that, 
f)8ISDING/FMII~06 1 = 2DJ\ullclI + f)P/J/j + O rB" (= 2DA17iKIl + Dm.\OINGl I'MJr,-(II) if lIan .. lul t"d 
into PMIP,'6 notation. "f!a in, si ncl! wo: aSSUII Il' si milar nelwork IOpOlllgk s (i.e. s ing le-le vel 











Again, suhstituting the relevant above expression:. into equation (4) in o,;cction 3.1.4 gives 
equation (7) as shown above. 
I lowever, in pn:dictive FMIPv6, unlike in PMWv6, some of the handover procedures 
start while the MN is still connected to the PAR. Thus, the MN gets the CoA in the NAR 
(subnet) beforehand, hence technically attaching to the NAR. Ullimately, packet~ are forwarded 
towards this NAR, where the MN will attach in the ncar futu:e. lienee, it i~ saft to assume that 
DATTACli -7 0, thus, 
(8) 
The above analyses show that indeed PMIPv6 [X'rforms b~t1er than HY1IPv6 in terms of 
handover delay ;.md <;ignaling overhead, i.e., equatIOn (2) is less than equation (6). floweve, 
PMIPv6 performs better than FMIPv6 especially in tenns of ~ignaling ov(;rhead as C<ln be 
deduced since equation (4) has more signaling overhead than equ<ltion (2), and not necessarily b. 
terms of handovcr delay since equation (8) is \es:. than equation (2). Thus, FMIPvfi has less 
handover delay than PMIPv6. Furthem1Ore, FMIPv6 is superior in terms of reducing packet loss 
because of its forwarding capahility through the pre-estahlished tunnel hel\\-een NAR and PAR. 
However, the MN complexity increases with FMIPv6 implementation, which effectively induce 
processing delays and ultimately increasing the h<lndovcr delay. 
Having shown that PMIPv6 generally has better handover pcrfo::nance than its hOt>l-
hased counterparts, hand over mechanisms can leverage PMIPv6 to further enhance the handover 
performance in NGWN in tenns of handover d~lay, packet los~, as well as signaling overhead. 
After all, PMIPvfi's handover delay and packet loss performa:1ce is still not good cnough for 
time-sensitive applications 1821. 
The following subsection demonstrates the above conclusion by utilizing the IEEE 
802.21 Medi<l Independent H<lndover (MIl-I) services to leverage PMIPv6 to further improve the 
handover perfonnance, as analyzed in [411 . However, as much a..<; this design reduces handover 












3.1.6 IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 Handover 
We briefly discuss the IEEE 802.21 MIH services and then provide a handover design to 
illustrate the handover perfonnance improvement when the MIH technology leverages PMIPv6. 
The discussion presents a particular design, which shows that incorporating the MIH services in 
PMIPv6 mobility management can improve handover perfonnance in tenns of reducing some 
aspects of the handover delay, hence packet loss. 
The IEEE 802.21 MIH technology defines infonnation exchanges that provide 
topological and location related infonnation of service networks, timely communications of 
wireless environment infonnation to relevant network entities, and commands that can change 
the state on the wireless link as required. In fact, these services are provided by the Media 
Independent Handover Function (MIHF), which employs three functional components namely, 
Media Independent Infonnation Service (MIlS), Media Independent Event Service (MIES), and 
Media Independent Command Service (MICS). 
The MIlS provides static infonnation about characteristics and services of the serving and 
neighbouring networks. With the necessary infonnation, an MN may discover available 
neighbouring networks and communicate with elements within these networks beforehand to 
optimize handovers. 
MIES, on the other hand, offers services to upper layers by reporting dynamically 
changing lower layer events. These services are nonnally triggered by events which are based on 
reports on throughput, packet loss, signal strength, etc. of the lower layers. 
Finally, MICS is provided to the upper layers to enable them to control and manage the 
hand over-related functions of the lower layers. In fact, the MICS commands are used to execute 
higher layer mobility and connectivity decisions to the lower layers. 
Thus, MIH services provide a report mechanism that conveys useful network status 











specific network elements to facilitate seamless handovers. Hence. the handover process is 
facilitated by the information provided from the network to the MN, in addition to the 
information that the MN coUects from the lower layers. This cooperative information exchange 
enables handover optimization. 
With MIH services, the MN and the PMIPv6 domain network entities, in particular the 
MAGs in the access routers are informed (via access points or base stations) about the values of 
the relevant parameters necessary in handover-decision-making prior to the actual handover 
process. Furthermore, intelligent handover decisions to optimal subnets can be made with 
collaboration between the MN and the network entities. Thus, the Mill services enhance network 
discovery, preparation and selection. Therefore. the IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 scheme [97] 
exploits the services of the MIHF, in particular MIlS to reduce handover delay, e.g., the access 
authentication delay-component, which can cause significant delay in network-based mobility 
management handovers. 
Generally, Mill services enable some operations to be performed prior to the handover 
while the MN is stm connected to the old MAG's link. Thus, when the handover is eventually 
performed, there will be fewer delay-causing procedures executed. For example, the 
authentication delay is dealt with by enabling the new MAG to pre-authenticate the MN ahead of 
time. 
In the system model shown in Figure 3-4 below, the MN and MAG utilize the MIlS 
service to know the heterogeneous neighbouring networks' characteristics by requesting from 
information elements at a centralized information server, which may collocate with a policy store 
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immediately get information, including authentication information, about MNs attaching to 
neighbouring MAGs. For example, when an MN is handing over from an old MAG (e.g. MAG 
1) to a new MAG (e.g. MAG 2), MAG 2 would already be having information about the MN 
ahead of time through prior deliberations with the MIlS server. On obtaining the information 
from the server, MAG 2 authenticates the MN ahead of time in anticipation of a handover 
towards itself (MAG 2) in the near future. Thus, technically the MN is attached (hence, DAITACH 
~O) to MAG 2 if its service requirements pass some call admission control procedures. 
However, no resources are reserved until the actual handover happens and the MN has literally 
attached to MAG 2's link. We assume that MAG 1 has already authenticated the MN and sent 
the MN's authentication information (with relevant cookies) and policy profile to the information 
server through Mill services. Moreover, the MN is already in the PMIPv6 domain, where it is 
receiving as wen as sending information to correspondent nodes (eNs) before the handover. 
Ultimately, the authentication and attachment notification phases are eliminated from the 
actual handover process hence reducing handover delay. Intact; the actual·handover will not be 
impeded by authentication and attachment delays. However, the early authentication of the MN 
may compromise security. Thus, to increase the security provision, the authentication procedure 
will have to be performed properly once the handover completes and the MN has literally 
attached to the new MAG. To save resources, once an MN leaves the domain or becomes 
inactive for a certain predefined period, all its information is deleted from the information server. 
Therefore, from the above discussion, we can deduce that the handover delay due to the 
IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 scheme significantly enhances the handover performance of 
PMIPv6, 
DpMIPv6(802.21);:::: D BlNDlNG(PMIPv6) + D RA(PMIPv6) (9) 
A typical handover signaling flow for the IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 is shown in 
Figure 3-5 below. However, for clarity purposes, the details of the specific involved Mill 
information and handover message primitives are not shown in the diagram. Instead, they are 
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The above diagrams show the signaling overhead, handover delay, and packet loss 
perfonnances, respectively. for a MN handover from a WiFi technology network to a WiMAX 
technology network. The results depict averages of 10 simulations for the respective perfonnance 
metrics. Indeed, IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 perfonns better than PMIPv6 in tenns of 
handover delay and packet loss but compromises signaling overheard. 
Having discussed the IEEE 802.21-assisted PMIPv6 scheme, which reduces handover 
delay and packet loss while trading-off signaling overhead, we introduce a handover coordination 
mechanism in the following chapter, which leverages PMIPv6 to further enhance the handover 
perfonnance in tenns of further reducing handover delay and packet loss while maintaining 
minimal signaling overhead. 
3.2 Summary 
This chapter verified analytically through an algebraic account of individual delay 
components that PMIPv6, a network-based approach, generally perfonns better than HMIPv6 
and FMIPv6, which are host-based in their mobility management approach, in tenns of handover 
perfonnance. Therefore, PMIPv6 is a suitable leverage IP mobility protocol for better handover 
perfonnance in tenns of further reducing handover delay and packet loss while keeping signaling 
overhead to a minimal. 
The utilization of IEEE 802.21 MIH services to further enhance the perfonnance of 
PMIPv6 was analyzed and simulated. It was deduced that even though IEEE 802.21-assited 
PMIPv6 improves the delay and packet loss perfonnance, the signaling overhead that facilitates 
the handovers is compromised. The trade-off in signaling overhead is due to the MIlS message 
exchanges between the MN and the MIlS server or other relevant network entities. Furthennore, 
the MICS and MIES services add complexity that compromises the processing and battery 
capacities of the resource-poor MN due to constant local message exchanges, which may 
introduce some extra delay to the handover latency. 
The analyses from this chapter lead to our main proposal, which aims to employ network-











initiation and preparation to reduce the impact of the execution of handover procedures in the 











Chapter 4 PMIPv6-HC: Base Station Level and Local 
Mobility Anchor Handover Coordination Designs 
This chapter is dedicated to our proposed mechanism, PMIPv6 with Handover 
Coordinator (PMIPv6-HC), which employs coordination between heterogeneous wireless 
networks to enhance handover performance of IP mobility management, especially PMIPv6. The 
chapter starts off by discussing the need for handover coordination. It goes on to highlight the 
design goals of a handover coordinator (HC), especially in the context of ensuring seamless 
handovers between heterogeneous wireless networks. 
Thereafter, two system designs of the proposed handover coordination mechanism are 
presented and discussed. These designs are anchored on the PMIPv6 IP mobility management 
protocol to further enhance the handover performance. Although the system designs differ in 
terms of architectural implementation, they are both designed to meet essentially the same 
objectives, i.e., supporting seamless handover between heterogeneous wireless networks in 
NGWN by further reducing the handover delay and packet loss while keeping minimal signaling 
overhead. It is worth mentioning that our proposed handover mechanism addresses IP layer 
handover. Moreover, IP layer handover can be addressed collectively in the context of NGWN 
since the constituent heterogeneous wireless networks converge at a common IP-based 
infrastructure. However, link-layer handover is almost impossible to address collectively in the 
context of the different access technologies in NGWN. More so, link-layer handover is link-
technology specific and thus cannot solve the problem of heterogeneity [20]. Lastly, the security 
considerations as wen as limitations of the system models are highlighted. 
4.1 Need for Handover Coordination 
A challenging problem for coordination within a diverse network environment such as 
NGWN is vertical handover [98]. IP mobility management protocols enable handovers but do not 
support seamless handovers between heterogeneous wireless access networks in their current 











order to be seamless. This seamless ness enables ubiquitous continuity to active real-time 
communication during mobility events. 
However, with most of the current IF mobility protocols, the new access router or 
network to which the MN attaches after handover start the handover procedures (e.g., 
authentication, binding updates, etc.) only after the detection of the attachment event of the MN. 
Likewise, the old access router from which the MN is detaching only gets to know about the 
handover event when the MN is already detaching. Thus, these protocols employ reactive 
handover approaches, which inherently induce longer handover delay and packet loss. However, 
this abrupt disconnection from the previous network is not suitable for ongoing real-time or time-
sensitive services because it delays the initiation and preparation of the handover procedures. 
Consequently, the completion of these procedures is delayed and thus resulting in the long 
handover delay and high packet loss. There is, therefore, lack of timely handover-related 
coordination between the current network and the candidate netw rk to facilitate seamless 
handovers. 
Coordinating the handover procedures between involved or affected network entities in 
both the currently attached network and the candidate (new) network, ahead of time, will enhance 
overall network handover perfonnance in tenns of handover delay arid packet loss as well as 
signaling overhead. This coordination enables the respective handover procedures in the 
networks to be initiated and prepared in accordance with the dynamic conditions of the involved 
networks, particularly in tenns of signal strengths, and hence ensures seamless vertical 
handovers. More so, the execution of the time-consuming handover procedures ahead of time 
enables these procedures to run in the background while the MN continues with active 
connections, which reduces the signaling steps during the actual handover. 
FMIPv6 and other proposed protocol enhancements such as [99] and [33] introduce 
proactive address configuration, adaptation of application sessions, and pre-authentication at the 
new network to improve handover perfonnance. However, these schemes are host-based hence 
add excessive signaling overhead in the air interface when facilitating the handover procedures. 
Furthennore, these host-based protocols and all the other proposed handover mechanisms 











continuity of ongoing communication in the MN during the actual handover when the MN 
traverses the overlapping region of the interworking heterogeneous wireless networks. In fact, 
ongoing communication is redirected at the access router of the old network and buffered at the 
access router in the new network. The communication continues once the MN has fuBy attached 
to the new network. The buffering process may result in packet delays as wen as packet mis-
ordering, which may lead to packet loss. 
Thus, handover coordination is needed for several reasons in IP mobility management 
between heterogeneous wireless networks: 
.. Vertical handover is demanding and not as straightforward as horizontal 
handover; therefore the handover procedures have to be performed in a 
coordinated manner between the affected heterogeneous wireless networks to 
ensure timely reconfiguration of these networks ahead of the handover. 
.. To ensure that there are no handover failures by coordinating initiation, 
preparation, and execution of vertical handovers in an relevant network entities in 
both the source and candidate networks before the current connection drops. 
.. To enable sustaining of ongoing communication of the MN during the actual 
handover as the MN traverses the overlapping region. 
.. Heterogeneous wireless access networks may require specific hand over strategies 
suited for each access network, thus a common framework is needed to facilitate 
and coordinate the handover procedures in the diverse network environment in 
NGWN to ensure seamless vertical migration of active connections. 
4.2 Design Goals for the Handover Coordinator 
A Handover Coordinator (HC) is the proposed network entity, which interoperates and 
leverages PMIPv6 mobility management protocol. The HC is responsible for facilitating 
handover coordination in terms of initiating, preparing, and executing seamless handovers and 











design goals of an HC include the following: 
It Facilitating the initiation, preparation, and execution of handover-related 
procedures between the involved networks (current and candidate access 
networks), ahead of time, to ensure seamless reconfiguration of these networks 
during mobility. 
It Ensuring the reduction of handover delay and packet loss during vertical 
handovers between heterogeneous wireless networks by effectively and efficiently 
optimizing the handover procedures of the leverage IP mobility management 
protocol (PMIPv6). 
It Ensuring the MN continues with ongoing communication traffic, as real-time as 
possible, even during the actual handover when the MN traverses the critical 
overlapping region of the interworking wireless networks. 
It Enhancing transparent terminal mobility between the heterogeneous wireless 
networks by ensuring that the handover procedures are executed in the 
background while the MN continues with ongoing communication without 
realizing the mobility event. 
It Ensuring that minimal signaling verhead is maintained in the air interface during 
the handover procedures. 
4.3 Proxy Mobile IPv6 with Handover Coordinator (PMIPv6-HC) 
System Models 
Based on the performance models of the MIPv6-based mobility protocols, our proposed 
handover coordination mechanism leverages PMIPv6 to further enhance the handover 
performance. Thus, we develop the handover coordination designs and incorporate them in the 
PMIPv6 mobility management framework. The main idea behind PMIPv6-HC is to coordinate 
and facilitate the handover procedures ahead of time between the involved or affected networks 
to enhance overall hand over performance. The proposed mechanism ensures impeccable 











association/attachment, detachment, binding update registration, authentication, etc. between the 
source and candidate access networks before the current connection of the MN drops. In effect, 
hand overs are handled in a coordinated fashion and the signaling steps during the actual 
handover are reduced. Thus, the proposed mechanism eliminates handover delay components 
such as authentication (DAUTH~O), binding registration (D81NDING(PMIPv6J~O) as wen as the 
attachment/detachment (DAITACH~O) during the actual handover, while PMIPv6 protocol ensures 
a stable IP address configuration (DIP CONF~O) for the MN as it roams within the domain. The 
definition of the delay components is as discussed in Section 3.1.1 in the previous chapter. 
Ultimately, abrupt disconnections from the previous network that may cause severe 
perceptible interruptions to ongoing communication are avoided. Therefore, the analytical 
handover performance model of our proposed coordination mechanism, PMIPv6-HC, as can be 
deduced from its a priori handling of handover procedures is, 
D pMIPv6-HC::::' DRA(PMIPv6) (10) 
The signaling steps during the actual handover are reduced drastically as can be observed 
in equation (10) above. In fact, the only notable delay and signaling overhead incurred during the 
actual handover is due to the router advertisement (RA) signaling, whereby the MN is given 
information by the new MAG. This information helps the MN maintain its address configuration 
as wen as know its default access router as the new MAG in the network. Thus, the network 
ensures that the MN maintains the same IP address configuration as it roams within the PMIPv6 
domain. 
The following describes the two system models of the proposed PMIPv6-HC handover 
coordination mechanism. We discuss these models in terms of their principle of operation, 
signaling and data paths, as wen as limitations and security considerations. These two system 
models differ in the implementation and location of the HC in the heterogeneous PMIPv6 
localized-mobility domain; thus we have Base Station Level and Local Mobility Anchor 
logical system models. The Base Station Level HC system model implements the HC as a 
physical entity with handover-related logical functionalities that is located at the overlapping 











h,md, implements the HC <l~ <l fully logical entity that is collocated with the Local Mobility 
Anchor of the intcrworking networks to facilitate handover-related procedures. 
4.3.1 Base Station Level He Design 
Pigure 4-1 below illustrates the base-station-level implementation of the handover 
coordinator (I'IC ) [:191. 
He 
l'igure 4-1 Hase station le vel PMIPv6·HC system lIIodel. 
The He is an intemelworking multiple-interface base-~tation-Ievel entity that has various 
functions, which help to facilitate the coordination of the seamless vertical handover procedures 
to ensure negligible handover delay and packet loss for a MN roaming in ~he heterogeneous 
wireless environment. The HCs function s include packet relaying, MN tracking in the 
overlapping region, facilitating MN pre-authentication. as wel l as timely notification of imminent 
at tachment and detachment events of the M:"J . The HC execute~ these function s in coordination 
with the involved networks beforehand, hence reduci ng the ~ignal ing steps during the actual 
handover. The reduced signaling steps ensure minimized handover delay and packet loss. The 
functions of the HC arc easily extendable if needed. Pigure 4-2 below ~ hows a schematic 
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Figure 4-2 Schematic overview of the base-station-Ievel HC. 
Generally, heterogeneous wireless networks must overlap, either partially or completely, 
to enable an MN to maintain ongoing communications, as real-time as possible, as it roams 
across these networks. Therefore, if the networks have some region of overlap the MN can be 
reachable through either or both of these networks in the overlapping region. However, the signal 
strength is normally insufficient for error-free communication in the overlapping region, 
particularly for partially overlapping networks; more so, this region is at the cell edges where the 
free-space path loss effect is prevalent. Thus, the He is strategically located in the overlapping 
region of the interworking wireless networks, acting as some special kind of a relay node with 
extra functionalities to coordinate handover-related activities between the current and candidate 
wireless networks. In fact, a relay link is a communication link established between the MN and 
the He in the overlapping region, and connection links exist between the MAGs and the He. 
The He is added to the heterogeneous network environment as a stand-alone entity that 
provides extra support services related to seamless vertical handover. Therefore, if the He fails, 
the networks will still support handovers with the default mobility management protocol albeit 
with reduced handover performance (we assume that PMIPv6 is already implemented to support 
mobility between the heterogeneous networks in the domain). The He essentially facilitates 
coordination as well as takes part in all handover-related activities within the PMIPv6 domain, 











connected to the MAGs of the overlapping networks through physical connections. 
The main objective of this proposed handover design is to reduce handover delay and 
packet loss while maintaining minimal signaling overhead in the air interface, hence enabling 
seamless vertical handovers between heterogeneous wireless networks in NGWN. 
4.3.1.1 Principle of Operation 
With reference to Figure 4-1, we assume that the MN starts from wireless subnetwork 1 
and moves linearly through the overlapping region towards wireless subnetwork 2 while having 
ongoing real-time communication with a fixed CN outside the PMIPv6 domain. Furthermore, the 
MN connects to the MAGs in the respective subnetworks through Access Points (AP) or Base 
Stations (BS), but for simplicity, we say the MN connects or communicates with the MAGs, 
without mentioning AP or BS. We also use network and subnetwork interchangeably. 
The following diagram, Figure 4-3, depicts the principle of operation of the base-station-
level PMIPv6-HC. 
While the MN is within sufficient coverage range of MAG 1 in network 1, packets flow 
normally from the CN through the LMA to the MN via MAG 1. As the MN enters the 
overlapping region of the heterogeneous wireless networks, at some point it starts observing a 
link~oing_down event with respect to MAG 1. This link~oing_down event, which is due to 
deteriorating signal strength, triggers the MN to listen and discover the HC since handover is 
imminent. Thereafter, the MN sends a handover trigger message through the currently attached 
network (subnetwork 1) to the recently discovered HC (Le., Registration & Deregistration 
facilitator in Figure 4-2), as shown in step 1 in Figure 4-3(a), instructing the HC to coordinate the 
initiation and preparation of the handover procedures. We call this point handover trigger 1 
(Sn), and is based on a pre-defined signal strength level experienced just when the MN enters 
the overlapping region of the heterogeneous wireless networks. The overlapping region is the 
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message. MAG 2 in coordination with the He (Le., Pre-authentication facilitator in Figure 4-2) 
uses the received MN's identity (MN-ID) in the notification message to start pre-authenticating 
the MN to verify the credentials with respect to using wireless subnetwork 2's resources such as 
the network-based mobility service: step 3 in Figure 4-3(c). The details of obtaining the MN's 
profile and performing the AAA services are outside the scope of this thesis. 
Subsequently, MAG 2 registers the MN in its binding list entries together with the new 
proxy-care-of-address (PCoA) to be used by the MN after handover: step 4 in Figure 4-3(c). 
However, MAG 2 does not immediately update the LMA with the new MN's PCoA. Instead, it 
updates the LMA after a certain signal strength level has been reached. At this signal strength 
level, which we call handover trigger 2 (Sn), MAG 1 is triggered to deregister the MN hence 
freeing up resources, as shown in step 6 in Figure 4-3(e). This trigger is experienced when the 
MN is about to get out of the overlapping region and is detecting a link_up event with respect to 
MAG 2. Handover trigger 2 is similar to handover trigger 1 except that it is experienced when 
the MN leaves the overlapping region (i.e., it IS with respect to MAG 2) while the latter is 
experienced when the MN enters the overlapping region (i.e., it is with respect to MAG 1). In 
fact, handover trigger 1 timely triggers the initiation of handover coordination in terms of 
facilitating handover procedures while handover trigger 2 completes the coordination by, for 
example, ensuring timely detachment and attachment procedures. These handover triggers are 
based on predefined signal strength levels and are dynamically coordinated based on the network 
conditions in the heterogeneous wireless networks at any point in time. The roles of the handover 
triggers are reversed when the handover is towards the other direction, i.e., wireless subnetwork 2 
to wireless subnetwork 1. 
Once the MN pre-authentication and binding registrations are complete, MAG 2 
acknowledges receipt of the imminent attachment notification message by informing the HC that 
it is ready for the MN's attachment. The HC receives the acknowledgement and waits until 
handover trigger 2 is experienced. Up until this point, the MN is stiU communicating through its 
old interface via the HC while the vertical handover procedures happen in the background, as 
shown in Figure 4-3(c). When handover trigger 2 is experienced, the HC quickly alerts MAG 1 











of the MN from its binding list entries to avoid abrupt disconnections: step 6 in Figure 4-3(e). 
Meanwhile, MAG 2 simultaneously updates the LMA with the new PCoA of the MN and 
subsequently sends the router advertisement to the MN as shown by step 5 in Figure 4-3(d). The 
LMA completes the tunnel setup to MAG 2. Thereafter, the ongoing communication is redirected 
smoothly at the LMA towards MAG 2 en route to the newly attached MN as seen in Figure 4-
3(e). Ultimately, abrupt disconnection that may result in packet loss is mitigated as the MN 
continues with ongoing communication during the handover period. In fact, the coordination 
mechanism facilitates the initiation, and preparation of the vertical handover procedures with the 
respective networks beforehand, ultimately ensl;lring reduced handover delay and packet loss 
during the actual handover. 
4.3.1.2 Signaling and Data Flow 
Figure 4-4 below shows detailed signaling sequence diagram depicting the interactions 
between the heterogeneous network elements during vertical handover as executed by the 
PMIPv6-HC base-station-Ievel mechanism. In fact, this diagram is a detailed version of the 
previous one. The diagram only shows the downstream communication. The exchange of 
signaling messages before the actual handover facilitates seamless vertical handovers between 
the networks. Sn and S12 represent handover trigger 1 and handover trigger 2, respectively, 
while S represents the variable signal strength level. 
We can see in Figure 4-4 that even.though the MN is not involved in mobility-related 
signaling, it can still assist in generic mobility functions to facilitate the handover process by 
providing measurement-related information such ·as the signal strength levels. Therefore, the MN 
helps to trigger the HC via MAG 1 to coordinate the handover procedures. It can be clearly 
observed in the diagram that while the signaling messages are exchanged between the relevant 
entities, i.e., HC, MAG 2, LMA, and AAA server, the ongoing communication is forwarded and 
relayed to the old MN interface. In fact, the HC sends pre-authentication and pre-registration 
trigger messages to MAG 2. MAG 2 and AAA server exchange authentication/authorization 
messages on behalf of the MN. Furthermore, MAG 2 and LMA exchange the proxy binding 
messages. An these procedures, as seen in the diagram, are performed in the background. 
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in the next chapter. 
4.3.1.3 Security Considerations and Limitations 
Since PMIPv6-HC is technically an extension of the PMIPv6 mobility management, it 
leverages PMIPv6 security mechanisms in its operation. PMIPv6-HC is network-based and does 
not add any security concerns in terms of its coordination of handovers between the 
heterogeneous wireless networks. In fact, the mechanism does not add entirely new messages but 
instead piggybacks the extra seamless vertical handover content for facilitating the coordination 
in the already existing PMIPv6 messages such as the update PBUs. 
Mutual authentication between the MN and HC has to be considered since a malevolent 
HC may compromise the security of the system. Moreover, possible security threats may exist on 
the interface between the HC and the MN. In addition, mutual authentication between the HC 
and MAGs is also necessary. A trust relationship between the HC and the MAGs must exist 
before they exchange messages. However, the HC becomes part of the PMIPv6 domain, hence an 
authorized entity to send mobility-related messages on behalf of the MN. Thus, an established 
trust between the MN and the HC must exist. However, we leave the specific details of the actual 
mechanisms for addressing the security considerations for future work. 
In this base-station-level HC implementation, there has to be an HC responsible for 
ensuring seamless vertical handovers for every partially overlapping region or cell boundaries of 
heterogeneous wireless networks. This implementation may be more suitable for small-scale 
interworking heterogeneous wireless networks and appears to have limitation in its use to large-
scale network domain. Yet incremental deployment is possible. As the network domain grows. 
more HC are added to the newly added regions without disturbing the existing network topology. 
4.3.2 Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) Logical HC Design 
Figure 4-5 below depicts the system model of the logical HC implementation at the LMA 
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Figurt! 4·5 LMA logical PMIP,,'6-H C System modt.'!. 
Th~ He is inCllrp(lr:lted as a logical entity in the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) of the 
PM JPvt) architecture in this handover coordi nati on implementation. The LMA source code is 
modi ti ed to intcropt:rate with thc He entity. Technically_ the He operates in the overlapping 
region of the inlt:!working heterogenoous wi reless networks. Thus. the He facilitates the 
handover worJinatiuli mechanism when the MN i.~ in the overlapping regio n. 
As mentio ned earlier, the PMIPv6 architeclUre introduces IWO funelional eOlil ies in its 
mobili ty management cri teria : the LMA and the MAG . The LMA o perate." a .. a ho me agt:1II in the 
PM IPv6 domain while the MAG o perates as a pro" y mobility agt:nt t hl~t performs mobility-
rd atoo :.ignaling on behalf of the MN. 11le LMA typically runs in a gateway router while the 
MAG runs in an acces.~ ftluLCr. The heterogeneous wireless e nvi ronmenT in Figure 4-5 above 
impkmcnl s PMIPv6 mobility management protocol, which is enhanced wilh \he He. 
A schem:uic overview ill ustrating the Hes opcrulional fu nclionn lity and interactions 
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Figure 4-6 A schematic overview of LMA logical HC modules. 
The principle of operation of this logical PMIPv6-HC implementation is different from 
the base-station-level mode discussed earlier. Yet the trigger to initiate the coordination between 
the relevant elements in the heterogeneous environment is similar. Following is the principle of 
operation of this implementation mode. 
4.3.2.1 Principle of Operation 
Figure 4-7 below gives a graphical overview of the principle of operation of logical 
PMIPv6-HC. 
As the MN enters the overlapping region, the currently attached MAG (MAG 1) or the 
MN experiences a link...going_down event when the signal strength falls below a particular signal 
strength threshold, which implies that a broken link or disconnection is imminent in the near 
future. At this threshold, the multiple-interface MN momentarily wakes up the other interface(s) 
to discover or listen for a possible candidate access network to handover to. Subsequently, the 
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Figure 4-7 Signaling and data path in LMA logical PMIPv6-HC network. 
Thereafter, the MN commands MAG 1 to send a handover initiate message to the He 
(Observer & Decision Engine (ODE) module in Figure 4-6): step 1 in Figure 4-7(a). The 
handover initiate message alerts the He about the imminent MN handover. This trigger message 
contains the identity ofthe candidate MAG (e.g. MAG 2) that the MN is likely to attach to in the 
near future. In addition, this trigger serves as a handover hint to the He. The MN gets MAG 2's 
ID from the advertisements it receives in the overlapping region. If there is more than one 
detected MAG, then the ID of the MAG with the strongest received signal strength is sent to 
MAG 1 as the target MAG. However, any other metric besides the signal strength can be used to 
select the appropriate MAG to handover to. 
The ODE module receives the handover trigger message from the MAG 1 and kick-starts 
the coordination of the relevant He modules with the respective network elements. 











Assuming a trust relationship among all relevant HC modules and the MAGs, on 
receiving a command from the ODE to facilitate handover procedures, the Pre-authentication & 
Pre-registration Enforcer (PPE) creates and sends a proxy binding update (PBU) message to the 
LMA on behalf of the candidate MAG (i.e., MAG 2): step 3 in Figure 4-7(b). Note that the HC 
has already received the IDs of the MN and MAG 2 from the current MAG (i.e., MAG 1) 
through the handover initiate trigger message. Therefore, the PPE module is able to create a valid 
PBU message on behalf of MAG 2. The PPE sends the PBU to the LMA in advance while the 
MN is still attached to MAG 1. However, the PPE will coordinate the pre-authentication of the 
MN between the new network and the home AAA server before the binding pre-registration: step 
2 in Figure 4-7(a). 
Note that the PMIPv6 domain ensures the MN maintains the same address configuration 
(Per-MN-Prefix property) as long as it roams in the same domain. However, the proxy care-of-
address (PCoA) changes when the MN attaches to a different MAG. The PBU sent to the LMA 
by the PPE module, on behalf of MAG 2, also specifies the interface that the MN will use to 
attach to the new network. The LMA registers this interface in its binding cache and creates a 
tunnel towards MAG 2, where the endpoint is the new PCoA of the MN. Some router 
advertisement information will then be availed to MAG 2 to send to the MN accordingly: step 4 
in Figure 4-7(c). 
The He (Bicasting and data Forwarding Enforcer (BFE» on command or notification 
from the ODE advises the LMA to bicast subsequent incoming packets to both MAG 1 and 
MAG 2: step 5 in Figure 4-7(d). This BFE receives a command or notification from the ODE 
when imminent loss of signal strength. which can cause perceptible disruption to ongoing 
communication, is realized due to the link--8oin8_down event. Note that the HC has already 
registered and authenticated the MN in the new access network beforehand, so the MN will be 
authorized to use the new access network. The reason for bicasting is to ensure that ongoing 
communication continuity is maintained in the overlapping region. Thus, bicasting mitigates the 
possible loss of already in-flight packets from MAG 1. Moreover, MAG 1 is losing connection 
with the MN, and packets are likely to be received in error and hence dropped. Ultimately. 











MAG 2 depending on the stronger signal strength at any point in time in the overlapping region: 
Figure 4-7(d). 
The He's ODE continually monitors the signal strength conditions of the involved 
networks with the help of the MAGs (BSs/APs) and the heartbeat mechanism for PMIPv6 [101] 
as long as the MN is in the overlapping region: as seen in Figure 4-7(c). The heartbeat 
mechanism involves a periodic exchange of messages between MAGs and LMA to check if each 
party is still in good order. We use these messages to piggyback the network signal-strength 
information. Thus, when MAG 1 experiences a detachment event (link_down event) or MAG 2 
experiences an attachment event (link_up event) the He is immediately aware. Thus, the LMA is 
quickly advised, through setting the relevant flag in the signaling update message, to stop 
bicasting and use only the newly formed tunnel to forward all the subsequent packets towards 
MAG 2: step 6 in Figure 4-7(e). We assume that the MN moves linearly from one network to 
another without any 'ping pong' scenario. The link_down and link_up events are determined 
from the signal strength levels with respect to coordinated thresholds between the interworking 
networks. 
Note that the intervention of the He functionality ensures that the LMA does not wait for 
the deregistration of the MN from MAG 1 to finish through the usual exchange of 
'deregistration' PBU and proxy binding acknowledgement (PBA) messages as is the case in 
PMIPv6. Instead, the He initiates the association of the other MN's interface with the new 
network beforehand, i.e., before the MN's current connection drops. Ultimately. the MN 
continues to communicate with the eN as it traverses the overlapping region. Therefore, as the 
MN traverses the overlapping region while still communicating through MAG I, the handover 
procedures such as attachment, authentication, and binding registration to the candidate network 
(MAG 2) begin. These procedures happen without the MN or running services noticing. Thus, 
the MN transparently continues with ongoing communication. Depending on the relative 
strengths of the signals from the MAGs with respect to the defined thresholds at the overlapping 
region, the MN continues to receive error-free packets through either MAG 1 or MAG 2. 
Ultimately, the MN will always be communicating at any point in time during the handover. 











handover delay-causing procedures happen in the background. Furthennore, the duration for 
keeping the MN's interfaces simultaneously switched on at the overlapping region is kept to a 
minimal by the carefuHy controlled bicasting technique. Ultimately. unnecessary power 
consumption and possible interference from radio frequency coexistence are avoided. 
4.3.2.2 Signaling and Data Flow 
Figure 4-8 below shows a different representation of the previous diagram (Figure 4-7) in 
a signaling sequence fonn. Thus, the interactions between the different elements in this LMA 
logical PMIPv6-HC mechanism are clearly depicted. 
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Figure 4-8 LMA logical PMIPv6-HC handover signaling now. 
We can observe that Figure 4-8 shows a sequence diagram depicting the principle of 
operation of the LMA logical PMIPv6-HC system model. Again, we can deduce from the above 
diagram that the MN continues to receive ongoing communication while the handover 
procedures are happening in the background. In fact, as the link_up event with respect to MAG 2 











with the relevant signal strength measurements the bicasting duration is controlled, hence 
ongoing communication redirected only to the newly attached network as shown in the above 
diagram. 
4.3.2.3 Security Considerations and Limitations 
LMA logical PMIPv6-HC design implementation leverages PMIPv6 for signaling and 
communication. We therefore advocate that the same security considerations as in standard 
PMIPv6 are applicable. Thus, security threats in logical PMIPv6-HC are addressed as suggested 
for standard PMIPv6. In fact, since the HC is implemented as a logical functional entity 
extension at the LMA, it inherits the security benefits and flaws of the LMA as defined in 
PMIPv6. 
The security considerations in PMIPv6 include threats to the interface between LMA and 
MAG, as well as threats to the interface between MAG and MN. These threats involve LMA 
impersonation, MAG impersonation, MNimpersonation, and Men-in-the-middle attack. 
However, threats related to impersonation of the HC must be addressed by protecting the 
signaling messages exchanged between the HC and LMAIMAG by IPsec using the established 
security association between them. Moreover, the HC also has the privileges of the LMA in 
tenns of having an overall overview of the network topology in the domain. However, the 
specific details of the actual mechanisms for addressing the security considerations are left for 
future work. 
Generally. bicasting wastes network resources if not properly controlled. particularly if 
the data packets are sent to networks that the MN is not likely to attach to. However, in our 
mechanism, bicasting is carefully controlled through the ahead-of-time coordination nature of the 
mechanism, which ensures that the packets are bicast to the network that the MN is currently 
connected to, and the target network. Hence the bicasting is employed very briefly especially 
during the critical range in the overlapping region to ensure negligible packet loss during the 












The chapter proposed a seamless handover coordination mechanism, PMIPv6-HC, which 
leverages PMIPv6 to further enhance the handover performance in the context of reduced 
hand over delay, low packet loss, and minimal signaling overhead during mobility between 
heterogeneous wireless networks. 
This chapter presented and discussed the two system models of the proposed handover 
coordination mechanism. In addition, the schematic diagrams of the HC implementations as well 
as the interactions between the functional components were presented. Since the PMIPv6-HC 
mechanism is network-based and leverages PMIPv6 security mechanisms it does not add any 
security concerns. Moreover, it does not introduce completely new signaling messages. Instead, 
this mechanism piggybacks the necessary information for coordination in the already existing 
PMIPv6 signaling messages. 












Chapter 5 Implementation and Simulation of Handover 
Coordination Designs 
This chapter discusses the implementation and simulation of the proposed handover 
mechanism. Simulation is used to investigate the proof-of-concept of our mechanism for many 
reasons; simulation is cheap yet allows for easy testing of complex scenarios, and it allows for 
testing of many ideas in a short time period while enabling results to be obtained quickly. 
Furthermore, simulation enables controlled experimental conditions hence repeatability. which 
helps debugging. However, it does not fully support the actual modeling of real systems. 
The chapter starts by briefly introducing the simulation environment, i.e., the network 
simulator, NS-2 [102], which we use for the implementation and evaluation of our proposed 
handover mechanism. The focus of the introduction of the network simulator is mainly an 
overview in the context of the simulator's wireless and mobility modeling capabilities. the 
limitations related to the implementation of our system models as well as the workarounds to 
mitigate these limitations. 
Thereafter, the chapter gives the overview of the performance evaluation framework in 
terms of the simulation environment setup, network topologies, scenarios, assumptions, and 
related parameter settings. In fact, this chapter discusses all implementation and simulation 
issues. 
5.1 Simulation and Implementation Environment 
We used the NS-2 discrete-time event. simulator as the platform for the implementation of 
our proposed handover mechanism. More so, NS-2 is a popular network simulator that covers a 
very large number of applications, protocols, network types, network elements, and traffic 
models. NS-2 is an open source discrete network· simulator that is written in e++ and object-
oriented Tcl (OTcl) interpreter .. e++ is used for protocol implementation while OTcl (or simply 
Tcl) is used for simulation configuration and topology definition. NS-2 supports closely related 
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Figuf'l: 5- 1 below dcpict~ the generic model s'ructur~' of NS -2 a:-; l'I ridl y dC~l' ribeJ aoo\'~. 
particularly 1(1 illu ~l r:t tc Ihe one-to ·one c.lrrespondence (splil ul'ljcrlS) ur the cla~~ hieran;hic ... 
~b 
OTe! 
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Figure :'-1 Split Language progmmming iIIustra liofl in NS -2. 
Since NS-2 i" oTX'n ;,QurCl", the I\:;,('an:h community con~ tant l y improvl's the ~cop!:! of Ihe 
capabilit ies o f thi s network simulator by contributi ng different protoco l ~ and modulc~ . Thus. NS-
2 is easi ly e" h'l1dnblc throui!h modifying the source code and building modllk~ thm suit one's 
needs. It. is widely used for networking rd ated research and free supp"N i ~ readily aVOli lah le 
hence our clwice of thi s n~twork simulator. 
5.1.1 Wireless and Mohility l\'lndcling in NS-2 
Tht' :'vlobi leNode ubject (which is a split object since II is implementcd in b(>fh C++ ami 
Td) I' at the con: of the wireks.., llIodel of NS-2. with addit ionnl .~ u PI)Qr,jng fe ature, that ;lllow 











the basic NS-2 Node object with extra functionalities such as the ability to move around a given 
topology, the ability to transmit and receive signals to and from a wireless channel, etc. [103]. To 
afford these capabilities, the MobileNode network stack is constructed with components such as 
the Channel, Network Interface, Radio propagation model, Medium Access Control (MAC) 
protocol, Interface Queue (IFQ), Link Layer (LL), and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP). Since 
NS-2 uses two languages, the mobility features of this MobileNode object which include node 
movement, periodic updates, etc. are implemented in C++ while the network stack plumbing of 
the components, i.e., the MAC, LL, Channel, etc. is implemented in Tcl. Ultimately, the 
implementation of the MobileNode object enables support for wireless and mobile 
communication in NS-2. The MobileNode object does not connect by means of physical links to 
communicate with other Nodes but instead, it has defined routing mechanisms and protocols over 
and above its network stack that allow for wireless channel access. 
5.1.2 MobileNode Architecture: Design, Limitations and Workarounds 
Figure 5-2 below shows the original MobileNode architecture developed as an extension 
to NS-2 by the CMU Monarch group in the late 1990's. The purpose of this extension was to 
enable simulation of wireless networks [104]. As explained earlier, the MobileNode architecture 
has a chain of modules emulating the different protocol stack entities that any real-life network 
host has; LL, MAC protocol, Routing Agent, ARP, IFQ, and Network Interface. Thus, incoming 
packets to the MobileNode go up this chain of modules (protocol stack) to the sink agent (i.e., the 
application destination), while outgoing packets leave the source agent (Le., the application 
source) and go through the routing agent and down the protocol stack where they are finally 
transmitted onto the wireless channel. However, this CMU Monarch MobHeNode object 
implementation does not support mUltiple wireless interfaces on a single node, and makes it very 
difficult or even impossible to implement such a feature. Thus, a workaround is required to 
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Figure 5-3 ~IST Multiple interfaces node design [ 106] . 
We e<.an nh'iCrvc in r:igu rc 5-.1 that the MultiE.lcc 11 \ldc I), a vin ual nnJ c linking mldc" of 
.~i milar or d ifferen t technologies. where tht' S<:' li nked Tl(Mk s are considt:I\:d the inteli'al'es f( lf thl' 
Mu ll iFace n\~e. The:-e interface nodes implement neighbour discovery fUllcl ion~ (for layer 3 
movemelJt detect io n) thaI receive TllUler advenisemenls which. based on the Iletworl.. prefix. 
determine if luyer 3 mobili ly has occurred or not. The neighbour rJ iscovery IIlt'Chanism then 
sends notificalion!> 10 an interface manager. which is implemented in the virt ual Mul tiFaee node. 
The interfae/,: man:lgcr handles the handovers by red irecting applicat ion nows TCl thl' relevant 
interflltt nllde duri ng handllven. That is. a mot'lili ty IIHlIlagement proLoc\11 triggen; the int erf<lce 
manager to execut e the handovers between the heterogelle\IUS win' less network tcchnologi es. In 
partic ular. the Muh iface node implementation incorporates a gcno.:ric IIll)hiJity management 
protocol. e.g .. MIPv6 that is implelll<:nted ;JS a Media Independent Hanlhwcr (1\:lIH ) user in the 
nuoe. FUft hl'nnurc. a prere4 ui s itc to effectively using thi s NIST Multirnce nude imp le me ntation 
in a simulation ell vi rOlllnerll is that the correspondent node (eN) ~h ~lll i d support n~lW (t'dircc tiun 
fu nctions through im plementing a default interface tm nagc r. The i1llplctltcmation and 
func1io ning o f the default interface manager requires tn<: eN to I'l.'ceivc all relevant signaling 











However, our proposed handover mechanism design is based on PMIPv6, which is a 
network-based mobility management. We extended the PMIPv6 simulation model developed in 
[107]. Thus, the NIST implementation of a multiple-interface MN in the form of MultiFace node 
does not suit our design requirements. For example, in our handover mechanism we require the 
LMA and/or MAG to perform the packet redirection for handover purposes without the eN 
being aware of the mobility of the MN. We do not intend to determine what the eN should 
implement as a prerequisite in order to enable support for MN's seamless mobility. In fact, the 
eN should be independent and transparent of the mobility of the MN. 
To work around the limitation of the NlST MultiFace node design in the context of the 
requirements of the multiple-interface MN for our model, we superimposed two basic 
MobileNode objects of different wireless technologies to simulate a single MN (Le., multiple-
interface MN) with two interfaces of different network technologies. We then linked or 
associated these interfaces with a single stable logic;ll identity that identifies the multiple-
interface MN. This identifier is the one that the MAGs acquire during MN attachment for the 
purposes of facilitating handover activities, e.g., authentication and authorization, binding 
registration, etc. In fact, the mobility entities in PMIPv6 use this identifier to identify predictably 
the multiple-interface MN during mobility. Therefore, the network ensures that the multiple-
interface MN will be able to obtain the same global address configuration on any connected 
interface as it traverses the heterogeneous environment. In fact, this global address configuration 
can be moved from one interface to the other during vertical handover. Link-layer (i.e., interface) 
identifiers identify the multiple-interface MN's respective interfaces. The address configuration 
obtained by the multiple-interface MN obviously includes the address from the home network 
prefix (Per-MN-Prefix property) and the default-router address on the link. In effect, the packets 
sent by the eN are always delivered to the same multiple-interface MN through any of the two 
different interfaces depending on which network the multiple-interface MN is currently 
attaching. That is, if the multiple-interface MN is in a WiFi network then the WiFi interface is 
the one that receives packets. Yet if it is in the WiMAX network, the WiMAX interface receives 











interface MN between heterogeneous wireless networks in the network-based mobility 
management domain. The registration of the link-layer identifiers of the multiple-interface MN 
for the respective interfaces to the relevant MAGs (access networks) was triggered based on the 
attachment event at the respective MAG as well as link-layer information in the overlapping 
region of the heterogeneous wireless networks. 
Furthermore, with the NlST MultiFace node implementation design, the time for packet 
redirection to a new interface during a handover is defined in the Tcl environment during 
network topology definition. Yet, we require dynamic handling of packet redirection to the 
interfaces (or networks) based on certain link-layer events as explained in the principle of 
operation of our mechanism. Thus, our workaround to multiple-interface MN implementation 
came in handy in addressing this limitation. 
According to the PMIPv6 protocol, the same network prefix (es) can be delivered to 
different MN interfaces during handover between PoAs (MAGs) as long as it roams within the 
same PMIPv6 domain and there is a hint to the LMA about the imminent handover. Therefore, 
the interfaces of the multiple-interface MN maintain the same global address configuration in the 
PMIPv6 domain. Thus, in our handover mechanism simulation, we prevent the multiple-interface 
MN from having all the interfaces switched on at the same time as much as possible because it 
poses requirements on the battery to handle high peak power. In addition, it also poses 
requirements on the circuitry of one interface to filter off the strong signals from the transmitter 
of another interface located so close to the first interface. Thus, the need to handle higher peak 
power and filter off strong signals results in more complicated design and high cost of the MN 
[l08]. We therefore employ single-radio handover where the multiple-interface MN does not 
have both transmitters of the interfaces switched on at the same time but can have both receivers 
switched on. 
5.2 Simulation environment setup and network topologies 
This research is about enhancing seamless vertical handover between heterogeneous 
wireless networks in NGWN. For proof-of-concept and performance evaluation of our proposed 











(IEEE 802.11) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) wireless access technologies. We chose these access 
networks to test our network-based handover mechanism because of their popularity and high 
possibility of deployment in NGWN. Moreover, their MAC layers in NS-2 are reliably enhanced 
by the NIST mobility package extension hence they have minimal errors. Our handover 
mechanism, however, is applicable to any IP-based interworking wireless networks. After all, the 
handover design leverages network-based mobility management and employs timely facilitated 
coordination between the interworking networks to manage and handle vertical handovers ahead 
of time. 
In the simulation of the vertical hand overs between the interworking WiFi and WiMAX 
networks, the multiple-interface MN moves linearly across the overlapping region from WiFi to 
WiMAX and then back to WiFi, thus experiencing vertical handovers in both directions, i.e., 
WiFi-to-WiMAX and WiMAX-to-WiFi. We carried out many simulation runs with various 
parameter settings for different MNs' speeds, number of simultaneous MNs' handovers. packet 
intervals, etc. to observe the effect on important handover performance metrics such as handover 
delay, signaling overhead, and packet loss on ongoing Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic over 
UDP. However, based on the investigation requirements for the different handover metrics as 
wen as the mobility management criteria, we configured different MN settings and network 
topology parameters. even though the general network topology remained essentially the same in 
all the cases for comparison purposes. For example, since we have two system models for our 
proposed handover mechanism, parameters were set according to the particular system model 
environment requirements. 
The WiFi network was configured for a coverage radius of 50 meters (m) while the 
WiMAX network was configured for 1000 m coverage radius on a 3000 m by 3000 m area in the 
NS-2 platform. The overlapping region of these heterogeneous wireless networks was initially 25 
m for most of the simulations. However, this overlapping coverage was later varied to observe 
the effect it has on the handover performance of our proposed handover mechanism in the 
context of packet loss and handover delay. 
Next is the discussion of the network topology, setup. and parameter settings of the 











5.2.1 Base·Stalion·Lc\'el He Implementation 
The follow ing c.Ji:..gr=tm in Figure 5-4 depicts the l> imu lated nclwvrk topology for tcsting 
ou r proposed ha~," -l>t :t t i\ln - lc \'cl h,mduvt!f courdination mechanism. The 1O[lOl()gy comprbe., two 
intc["worki ng :nlli , ~ni:l l l y il\'crlappi ng hdcrogcncou,", win:lc .. ~ ,",utmct\\i lrb. i.e .. \ViFi (IEEE 
802.' 1 b tcchno Jugy) <l l1U WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 technulugy) netwurks. where the HC i~ 
st rategically !<)\.;:lted :n the overlapping region with carefu lly coniigured ~eH i l1g" to cn,",urc that the 
He $ufji ,.;ielltly cOVe,", only the overlapping region. 
,. 
Figurl' 5-4 Simulation network lopoloj.U' of base-station-level PM 11'\·6-11 C. 
Fm the ba~ i c function:!1 op ration~ of the wirdeS l> network Icdmulogies. we maintained 
the default simublOr p .. r:tmeter settings or configurations as per the rt!speclive wirel c~s network 
tedmolugy (l\-finili on or implementation in NS-2 cvt·n though we ll cc:l.~ i o n:llly ad.iu~led some of 
t hc~c sctli ng~ tl) suit o ur require ments and fulfil o ur in\'c~tigatioll s. 
The rf(1rll~ed He entity wa~ strategically located and configured to .:over .;uffkie ntl y 
on ly the o vcrl:tpping regioll oflhe interwork.ing heterogeneous wirdc~~ Il etwilrk~. :md had direct 
phy~ical t.:tJnnt!c\ ion~ with MAG I and MAG 2. I-'urthennore. the He wa~ ~ynchronizcd with Ihe 
;u..lJal.:ent M AGs in Ihe \Vi !-'i and Wi MAX networks. In tlur implementation of the PtvIJPvo-HC 











layer infonnation, i.e., received signal strength, to trigger the operation of the HC. HQwever. any 
handover prediction algorithm can be employed. 
The relay function of the HC, which relays packets to the MN in the overlapping region, 
ensures minimal packet loss during the vertical handover between the interworking wireless 
networks. Figure 5-5 below shows the handover coordination algorithm of the base-station-Ievel 
implementation of PMIPv6-HC. The algorithm is self-explanatory and is according to the 
description given earlier - Section 4.3.1.1 in the previous chapter. We can observe that the 
algorithm ensures that ongoing communication between the MN and the CN continues without 
any perceptible disruptions throughout the handover process. 
No 
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Figure 5·5 Handover algorithm for base-station-Ievel HC. 
To simplify the investigation of the handover perfonnance of our proposed mechanism, 











However, since we use Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic over UDP for the simulation, as will be 
discussed below, the handover performance in the context of the upstream flow should be 
similar. 
To simulate real-time traffic between the correspondent node (CN) and the MN we 
transmitted CBR traffic over UDP. As per PMIPv6, the CN communicated with the MN through 
LMA and the MAG. For simplicity and consistency in the handover performance investigation, 
the CBR packet size was fixed at 1000 bytes. The CBR packet interval was either 0.0 1 seconds 
or 0.00 1 seconds to simulate different multimedia traffic types, e.g., audio and video streams. It 
should be noted that these values were arbitrarily chosen for the purposes of simulation and 
proof-of-concept, and hence may not apply in real life scenarios. 
We simulated the MN to move linearly from MAG 1 's domain (WiFi) through the 
overlapping region (HC's domain) towards MAG 2's domain (WiMAX) then back to MAG l's 
domain. This back-and-forth movement enabled vertical handovers to be experienced in both 
directions: WiFi-to-WiMAX and WiMAX-to-WiFi. 
In order to evaluate the handover performance of our proposed mechanism (PMIPv6-
HC), we compared it with that of PMIPv6 and FMIPv6 mobility protocols where the HC was not 
incorporated. We performed the handover simulations of these mobility management protocols in 
the same network topology and for the same types of traffic and network environment settings. 
The handover performances were evaluated in terms of packet loss, handover delay, and 
signaling overhead. The impact of various subsidiary and external parameters on the handover 
performance metrics was investigated. 
5.2.2 Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) Logical He Implementation 
The implementation of logical PMIPv6-HC involved a slight modification of the LMA 
functionality source code to incorporate and interoperate with the developed HC entity. The 
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SUI.mC lw""k 2 rWIMAJo. .. 
Subn~ lwo:l: I rwoF u 
.' 
Fi ~u rc 5·t) Si mula tion netwo rk topolog'y or LMA logical PM IIJ.v6-I-I C implementa tion . 
The uhjecti vc (If the He i\ to facilitate ~eamlcss h;muovcrs hy rcdu.:ing halldover delay 
and pack!;!t loss wltlwut compromising signaling ovahead in the air interface. Oiffcrelll tests 
were cOIxllll.: ted ()n the abo\le si mulated network topology to in-.. e~ti g:lte the handover 
performance. 
Like in the previous ".; mulation modd, ao M N was subjt-'Ctt'u to linear mOl'cmelll from 
~ubnc lwork I 10 :-ubllCtwork 2 while having an ongoing real-l ime conlrnunicaliotl ""ith a eN. 
which is fix ... '(/ outside thc PMIPv6 domain. lhc rea l-lime comlllUnicatioll was silllu l; l\cd wilh 
CBR tr.lffic IIs ing GOP ;IS the undcrl ying lTaU.-.;port protoco l. Various e:(temal p;lralllelcrs sildl a~ 
the number u f MN, .. illluhaneously makmg bandovcr, MN :-pecds. covl,.'rage rangc "If o -..crlapping 
region. Ctc. were \laried tu ubserve their effect:. on handover del;ly, packct loss, and signa ling 
overhc(ld , M,lr1Y di fii:rcnt si Illulation run ~ were conducted . III fa ct. we inve~tig(lICd 2U handovcrs, 
where in each h~ndo v(! r the MN transits from su bnet 1 lor subnct 2) 10 su bn~'t 2 (ur sublll!t I ). We 
then ((10k the average of the performance metri c (e,g. handover r1el :IY. packct IIlSs, signaling 
overhead) ~Itldcr inve~ ti gation. and presented it graphically against sonl(" ,(X'cilie variable 
otemal p;\r;ltnctcr. Ultimately, the hanJover performances of tllC diffe rent Illllhility managcl11elll 
criteria were cllmparcu. Thus, each puillt in thc graphs shewn in the following chaptcr represents 
the ave rage o f 20 si mu la[ io[\~. 












In Ih is chapl er We expl;li ncu the simulation framework and implementation of o ur 
pml)O,\cd hamlova l'oonJ inatilln ml~hanism. \Vi;;. li rM gave a hrief overv iew of the NS-2 network 
simulation e ll vi ronment . whit'h Wl' u'icd fll r implementation, performam.'c cvaluation. ;md proof-
o f-conccpt o f thl! propoS(:d mcch;mism, The nwr\' i.:w was p;uticu larl) in t..:nlls of the ~ imula\or ' s 
wi rdl!ss and llIohili ty mOdeling capabi lili ..:s, Tbe I.ksign limitation), in Ihe illlpk l1l..:ntation of a 
multipl..:-inlt:rf;K''': r-,'1;.1 togeth..:r with th..: rd..:vant workawumb that we ":llIploycd to mitig;lte 
these limitat ion,,, were discuss..:d, We :lbo rre~cnled our ,,, illlulated nl:lwurk topologies as well as 
mentioned th..: paralll l: tl:rs that w(:rl: USl: r! to inv..:stigatl: Ih..: handov <.:r pafrlTlll;\Jl l'l: IHdrks fur the 
pmposed ~ys t ":lll Itl()(]ds, 
Furthe nnore. we highlighted that our siIllul:ltiuns HI\: based o n singh!-r;ldio h,Ulunver,~, 
Thus. thl! !111l It iJl l e"i nt erf~K'': MN {',Ill hav~' hoth interface 'rec..:ivcrs' lisknin).! 'Ir receiving 
signilling Illessag..:s frolll thl: rcspl:ct ive networks, 1\owever, only one ink'rrace 'transilliner" 
sends s igna1in~ messages at a lime. 
The next c hapter pn.-scnts ;lIld ;m;t[ylt:-_~ tht: uhtaiTll_-d rcstllis from the simul ations of the 
two s)'Slc m models tlf Ihe Ptv1l Pv6- IIC and mmparcs them with those ohtained from Pr-.IIPv6 











Chapter 6 Handovcr Performance Results and Analysis 
This chap(cT presents and analyzes the results ohtained from lh~ sirnulfllion cxpcrill u.:nls 
discussed in the previous cha pler. T he ha n(tovcr pcrfonn:mce tlf PMIPv6- IIC is cv .. lu;tle<! by 
comparing with rn(lbil i,y management nih'ria fhal do nOI incorpor,lIc the l ie, i.e .. s t',lndanJ 
P!\IIPv6. The performance is also t:\)lllpared with fasl mohi! il)' m:tnagcllll.!nt cri teria, i.e. , the 
popular hnsl-oascd fast handovcr protocoL FMlPv6. 
Th~ discussion of the handovcr perfonnance results anJ anillysis is divided into (WI) 
secti(lnS, whil'h cl1rr..:spond III the two types of system mood implementatiuns. i.e .. hasc-st;ltion-
level pr ... \Ipv 6· IIC and lucid mobility anchor logical PtvHPv6·1IC. The h<lndovCT pcrfonnanl:cs of 
these syslellllllodds ate compared individually with PMIP vfl and/or Fr\'\J Pv6 pcrfonnances. Thl! 
evaluation and analysis fm.' useS on performance Tnl!lrics such as h:.mdover delay, p:Jckctloss, and 
signalling overhead. We simulated a few \ertical hand ovcfs [0 both JirC('tions (W iFi-to-WiMAX 
and Wi~\'I :\X -to -WiFi ), whereby in each handllycr the MN transited (rom one subnet tll (he olher. 
The eval u31ion and analysis is basl.."<i o n the duwnslrcam (eN w ~t~) traffic nllw. I loweycr, 
since CUR trank is u~cd, we ~L~surne that the behavior will be similar (or the upstrc.,m (I\'IN to 
eN) traffic now. T he CN was ke pt stationary. 
The following sL'Ction (6.1) presents a nd analYLL'S the results \Ihtained ( hllll the base-
stat iun-le\'eI PM IP \'6-11(' sitJ1ui:l1 ion while the next seetinn (6.2 ) dues the sallic for the local 
mobility anchor logical Pl\'l IPv(j- HC. 
6.1 Basc-StatioOl-Lcvcl I'MII'v6-HC Perl"ormance Evaluati on 
Simulations runs were pt!rf\lrmed on the network topology shown in Figure 5-4 fur all the 
differentltl\lbili ty !I1anagel11enr nit.:ria (i.e., P:-'HPv6, FMll'v6, and PMIPv(,- II C). l)epending on 
thl! particular h:md oycr p~:rfort1lanc~ metric under investigation, various (,t her relev ant si mul ator 
or network settings ,lS well ,lS external parameters, which generally in/1Ul!nl'C the behaviour o f the 
metrk. e.g., i\.IN spooL number or r>.H';s simultaneously making handovcr. overlapping c{Weragl' 
range, etc wcr~ in('urporalcd in lhe si mu lation environment to ~\'a l u:Jle their impacts on thilt 











6.1.1 Packet Loss and Handover delay 
IP layer handover delay, which our proposed mechanism addresses, is experienced when 
the hand over procedures that facilitate successful MN handover at IP layer level are executed. 
During this handover, the MN is usually unreachable. Therefore, in-flight real-time 
communication packets are lost. Moreover, real-time communication transmission normally 
employs UDP, which by design lacks transmission.control mechanism that guarantees delivery of 
packets to their destination. The packet loss and hand over delay for PMIPv6-HC are compared 
with PMIPv6. Handover performance of FMIPv6 is provided in the next section. 
In Figures 6-2 and 6.3, packet drop measurements are taken for a simulated real-time 
multimedia traffic with CBR packet interval of 0.01 s and 0.001 s, respectively. The results are 
for WiFi-to-WiMAX vertical handover, i.e., when the MN moves linearly from the WiFi network 
(MAG 1) to the WiMAX network (MAG 2) at a constant speed of 15 mls. A similar graph 
profile was obtained for the WiMAX-to-WiFi handover. However, we do not show the latter 
graph to avoid redundancy. 
Note that the PMIPv6-HC and PMIPv6 packet loss graphs are shown in the same figure 
for convenience and ease of comparison. It is also worth mentioning that in this thesis we use 
packet sequence number and packet identity (packet ID) interchangeably. 
These figures show the time (vertical axis) at which the packets are dropped against the 
sequence numbers (horizontal axis) of these lost packets. The packets are dropped at MAG 1 
when the MN detaches. 
In Figure 6-2, packet drop at MAG 1 for PMIPv6 begins with packet sequence number 
1385 at the time 10.30 s and continues with subsequent packets until packet number 1459, which 
is dropped at the time 11.10 s. The packets are dropped because they have been misrouted to the 
MAG 1 after the MN had already detached from it. This misrouted packet flow continues as long 
as the MN's routing or reach ability state has not been deleted from MAG I's binding cache 
entries, and the LMA routing state has not yet been updated with a new PCoA. The latter has 











receive padch from ,\-' AG :! .. tnning with packet sequC!ICe Ilumher 1461. Con<,cque ntly, the 
handovcr delay fro lll the per:'pcclive of the MN on.:u rrcd from 10 .. 10 :. to 11.10 :-.. There :.uc 
the ft'fore a lolnl o f 7) I~K·h·ts d ropped at :\·IAG I for r~Hr .. 6 . In c(.nlm .... 1. thc dmpped padCl .. 
for PMIP"tl-IiC til"(: from ~'(Iu ... nce nurn~.r 1-11:\ to 1450 ()C\;lIJTln g at timc of 10.x3 .. 10 10.9.17 
:.. so that there afC on ly 13 dropped packets. Thus. there is an 83% decrease III packet lo:os. 
The value "_5_" in Figure 6- 1 represent" the MN agent . which r~~ce ive:. (r) PBA from 
MAG 210 complete himJing reg i ~trJ.tion . 
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t !I'I, 1",00 1 -1 10 1420 1430 144 0 1450 ' ... 0 I·I.'U 
Packet s equence ., .lInll..-. 
Figu rl' 6· 2 I'ackrl droppinj.! l ime v.s. packet sequence number for C I~K i nlenal of II.1H s. 
It Crill he oh~ervcd from the above figure Ihm PMlPv6-HC start ~ the htmdover later than 
P.vIlPv6. i.e .. at 10.83 s into the ~i muknion and stops at I 0.937 ~ . Thilt i ~ bcCau~e the lie re lay~ 
1111:' packel~ fro m MA G \ 10 lhe MN in the ovcrlapping region. Thu~, Ihe MN C0ntjnue~ 
communicmio n with MAG 1 via the He yet it ha~ left the effeCti ve commtl11ication range of 
MAG I. 
On the ot her h:1I1d, th t;' h:mdovcr in the PMIPv6 scenario "!;L rt ~ much carher. i e , at I{). :IO 
5. MAG I :. t:lrh dropping p:h.:kets immL'"di.:ttely the MN enters the ovcrlapping region hccause the 
, ignal ,l rength dt,t(,fi(J l'me ~ nt the cell edges. :\'Ioroovcr. there i:-. no Be to e xtend thc C()\ c ragc by 











Handovt:r delay i, the time duration when the MN i\ unable to send and rcceivo! pad,d\ 
~mce detaching irom the previou~ PnA (MAG I) until attaching to thc o.;w PM\ (~'I AG 2). t-:rom 
the a~)\'e discu~~ion . \~e can deduce that the h:mdo\'f'f dela) lor Pi\·IlPv6 i., 0.8 ~. which i, the 
difference between 10.30,> and 11.10 s. In contra~t. the handO\cr del;l)' fllr PMIPv6-lt C i'i o nly 
0 .1 0 7).. whIch I ~ the difference between 10.83 s and 10.9371>. T hus. there was (m improvemem 
of 87% in ;tVcr:lgc handover <Iclay. 
To determine the dfet:! of the type of multimedia traffic on handover performance of the 
PM IPv6-HC and PMIPvfl mechanisms. we performed Ihe ).ame ~imuJalion a'> above but for a 
differel1\ CI3R interval value_ T hu" thc handover performance graph ~ in Figu re 6-~ below 
corres!>,'nd I<) eBR pacld interval of OJ)(11 s. The i11lerprdalioll of thl· fi gure, axis, data point s. 
and results in Figure 6-2 above applies to Figure 6-3 as well. 
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Packet Slel1uence nUlIltJ er 
Fi;:.:uJ"C (,_., l':u·kcI droppin g time \'S. packet ~('qucnc(' numher f(w C HR illlen ·:11 (If 0.00 I ~. 
Indeed. as oh~e l"vcd in Figure 6-3. the CBR packet interval inflll~'IKt''> the h.mdover 
pt:rrorIllJnl't: in term s (If the p;lc[...et lo~s during handover. As e:qxcted. there j,> Iowa packet Ill'>', 
for J bigger CBR packet inte rval (i.e., low data mte multimedia traffic tyIX) than there i~ for H 
smaller ('BR p;\c[...et in!l'rv;t! (i .e .. high data rate multimedia tmflil' type). We can l)b1<ot:nc though 
that hanJover .,till h;IPI>L'n, at the ,mne time a~ for CBR packd interval of 0 .01 '>. lll)\\ c\-cr. Ihc 












The PMLPv6 :1I1U F~'l W\'6 !!raph ~ "r~ ~hiftcd downwards on (he \'\~l1it::1 1 SC;\[C hy .1 rbiwuy 
comtants to prc~'cn t the m frl)nl apfJ<!:.lI' ing on lOp of eacl! other. Thu~. til.: topmost graph 
corfC"IX)IIds to the PMIP.,.6- HC scenario while the miJJ k onc corn:"rond~ to FMIPvil. The 
hoUOIll graph corre<;pond .. 10 the PMTPv6 ~ccnariu. Tm.· ~r..lphs an: obtaincd wh('n the C RR 
p;Jcket interval .... a<;; O.llO l .. and MN "peed W:lS 15 m/s . 
..",,,, 
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figure ~·4 J-Iaudonr d\'la~' for n~rtkal ha nd m'efs ht'lw~1I WiFi ant.! WiM AX. 
Thc ;\OOVC d iagwJn reiterates. that the proposed PMW ... 6-HC hando\'cr critcria pcrform 
beth.'r than P:VIIPv6 (md FMIPv6 in vertical handovers. The handovcr dclay :lnd packet lo .. s 
\ :tilles afC .. hown in Tabk :!. Communication IXIckels are dropped during the chSCOllIinu ities 
obM'rved in the above figure . Howcver. some packel~ :Ire buffered in the candidatl' netw\Jrk ill 
th~ FMlPv6 Criteria. 
It Can tJ,: ob~er\"ed from the P\{[Pv6-HC graph that the gradient th:U\gC'~ \'Cry slightly 
before a di "(;Ulltinuit y_ Thi ~ ~ !ight dmnge in gradient i ~ due to the -logica l Layer 2 !landover', 
wherchy the packct~ tl) th .... MN arc redirected and forwarded by!\'lAG I I nw:lrd~ the Hc' \\ hidl 
rday~ them to the i\-t N 1I',l\'ersing the overlapping region. Thu~. the rcdirection :I!ld furwarding ut' 
pal"~ct" momentarily dec rea~c thl' packct arrival rate. 
It can alw be SCl'n that the gr:tdient of the FMlPv6 graph changes al"tl'r a di~contintl i I Y. 
Thi!> change in gradie nt i ~ due to buHcred packets that arc fo rwarded by the previous accc~s 











and arc del ivered 10 lite MN when it finally attaches. T!lU~. the hu ffcroo packet" togellll'r with the 
real-t ime ddivi.'rL'd p;lekets momentarily increase the packet .. rri,',,1 ratc. IIowc\"cr. the huffl.'! 
may o verflow w h,;:» the packet del i"ery rate is high and he nce packct~ lIlay be drnPIX-d. 
Figure 6-5 I"oc l(tw clearly depicts thc corre~ponding packet losseo;; incurred during the 
hillldovcr delay:-- cX I)(:rietK·l.-d in the WiFi-lo-Wi\·IAX and WiMAX -to·Wih \"enical halldovers 
(lh.scrvcd in Figure 6-4 and summariled in Table 2. The p;;ckct loss (venie.ll axis) is shown 
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Mo hility mana!jeme nl crite ria 
II can be ot"I~crvcd from the ab<we figu re that the packet loss IS !> lighlly highcr when the 
MN switt'hes from the WiMAX network to the WiFi network in all the tHohility management 
(·riteria. The respcctive val ue ) arc given in Table 2 helow . The inC"rc,he~ in aV('ragc packet lo,,~ 
are 1:1% for PM[Pv(,. 12% for FMLPv6. and 8% for PMlPv6-HC when the MN humiN over fwm 
WiMAX -Io- \vi Fi with respect to handover from WiFi -to-Wi MAX. Thi:-- heh;lviour cun be 
attributed 10 the: tjm'~· wl\sul1lj ng process of channel scanning before IItt<l('hing tn a WiFi 
network . After 1111. all the channels are scanned before attachment in thi s wireless tcdu\tl!ogy. 
Tabl e 2 helo w ,urnmariles the differences in h .. ndover performan..:cs in Ihe PMLPvfi. 
FMrP"fi. and PI'vlI P,,6-HC scellarios in tcrm~ of .. "crage handovcr delay and avcrage packcl llY.'>s 












Table 2 Handover performance comparison of PMIPv6, FMIPv6, and PMIPv6·HC 
Handover direction Handover Perfonnance PMIPv6 FMIPv6 PMIPv6-HC 
Handover delay (s) 0.80 0.56 0.107 
WiFi~WiMAX 
Packet loss 800 275 108 
Handover delay (s) 0.86 0.61 0.116 
WiMAX~WiFi 
Packet loss 861 307 117 
PMIPv6-HC improves the average handover delay by 81% with respect to FMIPv6 in 
WiFi-to-WiMAX handover, with a corresponding decrease of 61 % in packet loss. Likewise, the 
improvement in average handover delay is still 81 % while the corresponding packet loss 
decreases by 62% in the WiMAX-to-WiFi direction. 
6.1.2 Throughput 
The throughput perfonnance for PMIPv6-HC and PMIPv6 mobility management criteria 
was also investigated. In this thesis, we define throughput as the total number of bits of data 
received ~y the MN. The following graphs illustrate the throughput before, during, and after 
vertical handover from WiFi-to-WiMAX for both PMIPv6 and PMIPv6-HC scenarios. Figures 6-
6 and 6-7 correspond to CBR packet interval of 0.01 s while Figures 6-8 and 6-9 correspond to 
0.001 s. Furthennore, the graphs depict WiFi-to-WiMAX handover. We obtained similar graph 
profiles for WiMAX-to-WiFi hand over. However, we do not present the latter graphs to avoid 
redundancy. The throughput (vertical axis) is plotted against the time (horizontal axis) when the 
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Figure 6-6 MN throughput in I'MJI'v6 scena rio fo r C UR packet interva l of 0.01 s. 
As can he observed in the above figure. the MN first receives packets through MAG I in 
thc \\'i)-<'i network. The throughput is 8 Mbps. At 10.30 s the M~ detaches from MAG I and 
hence the thrOllghput drops to 0 Mbps because the MN is not receiving p<lckets during the 
handover. The throughput remains at 0 Mbps until the MN attaches to MAG 2 <II 11.11 s. where 
the throughput increases. The different throughput v<llucs in the two networks C<ln be attributed to 
the re~pective propertie~ and simulator setting~ of the win::le~s network ll::chn()l()gie~ as well a<; 
the throughput me<l~uremcnt interval and CBR packct interval. Thc di~tance of the M~ from the 
access point or base station also inf1ucncc~ the throughput. Appendix A shows the throughput 
hehaviour for different CBR packet interv<lls. 
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Fi~un' 6·7 MN thnllJ!.\hIlU! ill Ill\IIP\'6·HC scena rio fur CBR pack ... ! inll' r val of 0.01 s. 
We ( :in clearly obse rve in the ab(lve figure that the He impt\Jvcs the thro ughput 
performance in the overlapping reg io n. In rac t. the He ensures that the throughput is maintained 
at the ~a lllc 8 Mbr~ as lung as po~\ iblc through relaying the pac kCL~ \0 the MN. Thb behaviour 
ensures uhiquituus cOlllinuilY to ongoing communication. Thc spil.:(· observed at 10.3 \ dCJlicts 
the ' Iogi..:al Layer 2 nantlo\'cr' when .\-IAG I retl iro.x:ts p;.Il"k ct.~ towarus the He. A, a rcwh. '" ilh 
PMIP\'o-HC Ihe throughput d ror~ to 0 Mbf'~ only (l r a :.hort pcriud he(\\ten 10.83 ~ anJ 10,917 
l> bc<:au~ of the rclaymg capabil ity of Ihe I-Ie a~ wel l " .. the faster ~ 1 :"-l allachmCIlI at MAG 2_ 
The osc i ll~Iion when the MN is in the WiMAX region can be: anribut"d to the low packel 
delivery fa te 10 the MN due 10 the 10" data fate of Wi MAX with rt'~pect to W iFi. yet the "end mg 
rate ot the CN is keptt hc some. 
h gurc ()- ~ depict '> the throughpllt behaviour for PM IPv6 when the CHR. packet imerval i<; 
O.t101 ~. The intcrpn.:.' tati on o f the graph is the somc as above. However. ,>inci.' the packet rate is 
highcr. we oh~erve a hi ghef throughput, which avemges 48 \I1hps in the WiFi network. In 
cnntra:,>1, the lhrolighplil :t\' crage~ 14 Mbp~ in the \ViI\IAX networJ.". A, Ocfu n;:, the throughput 
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Figure 6-8 MN throughput in PM I I),,(l scenario for C UR ,Jacket interval of 0.001 s. 
Figure (i .9 helow depi cts l h~ Ih ft,ughpII! behaviour for PMI P"o-HC when the CDR packet 
imer\' ,.1 i., 0.1)0 1 s. It can he ObS\!fVcd that the lhmughput in Ihl;' WiFj ond WiMAX netv.'ork). is 
thl! !)amI! as in PMlP,'6 . However. the '-Ie impro\'es the throughput in the overlappi ng n:gion 
hCIWC\!1I 10.:\ s and IOJ.;) '>, where it IS othcrwitoe 0 Mbps wilho\ll the HC Ye t wilh the He tht: 
throughput !':Ills lu 0 Mbps onli for tu m s. i.e .. bet ween [0.83 s .mll 11).917:-. as lkpicIl::d in the 
fi gure. 
As already explained :l h ~) \·c. the ~ pil...e at 10.3 s j<; the 111 nrm:nlary drop In throughI'm 
when MAG I redirects packets towards the He. It can also h..: obscrvl;'d from the d iagmlTls Ihm 
the packet intN\al aITCCb the Ihroughpm . i.e .. a long rla!.:k.:t int l!rval re:-;uh~ in lo w throughput 
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Figure 0-9 MN throughput in PMTPvo-I1C for CUR packet interval of 0.001 s. 
6.1.3 Signaling overhead 
The impact on signaling overhead introduced by thc PMfPv6-HC mcchani sm is minimal. 
Moreover, PMlPv6-HC is network-based and leverages PMlPv6 protocol. [n fact, PMfPv6-HC 
slight[y increases the sizes of the PMIPv6 signaling messages by piggybacking messages rdakd 
10 coordination. An e"amplc is a handover trigger signaling message to initi:lte the coordination, 
wh ich is just a flag in a signal in g message structure that already exists in PM lPv6 and is not 
significant. Other introduced signaling overhcad includes the imminem MN allachmem 
notification mc~sage, whereby the He facilitates the handovcr coordination between the relevant 
entities in the heterogcneous wirdess network. Howcver. existing PMIPv6 signaling messages 
such as update PBUs arc adequate to carry these coordination messages. The fo llowing figure 
depicts the average signaling overhead of our PMIPv6-1-IC relative 10 Pr"lHPv6 and FMIPv6 for 
CBR interval of 0.01 s and MN speed at 15 mls. The average signaling overhead (vertical axis) 
against thc number of MNs simultaneously performing handover (horizontal axis) is shown for 
thc respective mobility management criteria. 
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